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Abstract
In this working document, we report on a new approach to high performance
simulation. The main inspiration to this approach is the concept of complex
systems: disparate elements with well defined interactions rules and non nonlinear emergent macroscopic behavior. We provide arguments and mechanisms to abstract temporal and spatial locality from the application and to incorporate this locality into the complete design cycle of modeling and simulation on parallel architectures.
Although the main application area discussed here is physics, the presented
Virtual Particle (VIP) paradigm in the context of Dynamic Complex Systems
(DCS), is applicable to other areas of compute intensive applications. Part I
deals with the concepts behind the VIP and DCS models. A formal approach
to the mapping of application task-graphs to machine task-graphs is presented.
The major part of section 3 has recently (July 1997) been accepted for publication in Complexity. In Part II we will elaborate on the execution behavior of
a series of large scale simulations using the concepts presented in this document. Note that this is a working document, where we present ongoing work
on a formal description of DCS and compile new ideas and results of our research group.
Visiting Professor Santa Fe Institute New Mexico (USA), Summer 1997
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1 Introduction
Until now much experimental simulation work has been done in physics and
chemistry on parallel computing systems. The development however of formal methods, suitable for modeling complex systems from nature and for an
efficient mapping of the complex system onto parallel computing systems, is
still in its infancy. The development of techniques, suitable for modeling complex systems stemming from physics, chemistry, and biology, and mapping
these onto parallel platforms, belongs to one of the real challenges of future
research, as identified in several NSF-reports 1 and CEC-reports [88]. Many
fundamental problems from natural sciences deal with complex systems. We
define a complex system as a population of unique elements with well defined
attributes. In the case that these elements have non-linear interactions in the
temporal and spatial evolution of the system, from these microscopic interactions a macroscopic behavior can emerge. This emergent behavior can, in
general, not be predicted from the individual elements and their interaction. A
typical example of emergent behavior is self-organization, e.g. Turing patterns
in reaction- diffusion systems. These problems are often irreducible2 and can
not be solved in an analytical way. The only available option to obtain more
insight in these systems is by explicit simulation. Moreover many of these
problems are intractable: in order to obtain the required macroscopic information extensive and computationally expensive simulation is necessary. Since
simulation models of complex systems require an enormous computational effort, the only feasible way is to apply massive parallel computing techniques
to these models. A major future challenge is to apply High Performance Computing in research on complex systems and, in addition, to offer a parallel computing environment easily accessible for applications[99][98].
Traditionally, science has studied the properties of large systems composed of
basic entities that obey simple microscopic equations reflecting the fundamental laws of nature. These entities could be fluid fields in fluid dynamics, gravitating galaxies in astrophysics, or gluons in lattice gauge theory. These natural
systems may be studied by computer simulation in a variety of ways. Generally, the first step in any computer simulation is to develop some mathematical
model consisting of a finite number of discrete parts. The correspondence between the discrete components and the natural system is completely arbitrary.
Often, the discretization is arrived at indirectly, by means of partial differential
equations. An alternative, less widely used approach is to develop solvers that
conserve the characteristic intrinsic parallel properties of the applications and
that allow for optimal mapping to a massive parallel computing system. These
solvers have the properties that they map the parallelism in the application via
a simple transformation to the parallelism in the machine. With these simple
1 Report on 'high performance computing and communications' can be obtained via: Committee on Physical, Mathematical and Engineering Sciences c/o NSF. Computer and Information
Science and Engineering 1800G Street NW Washington DC 20550
2 Irreducible problems can only be solved by direct simulation
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transformations the necessity to express the application into complex mathematical formulations becomes obsolete. One example would be the modeling
of a fluid flow. Traditionally this problem is simulated through mathematical
description of the phenomena via Navier Stokes equations and discretisation
of these equations into numerical constructs for algorithmic presentation on
a computer. This process of simulation involves a number of approximations
and abstractions to the real fluid flow problem. Moreover, in due course of the
simulation model the intrinsic properties and explicit information of the physical phenomena is obscured. Even worse, the possible implicit parallelism of
the problem becomes completely indistinct in the abstraction process. An alternative approach would be to model the microscopic properties of the fluid
flow with cellular automata, where the macroscopical processes of interest can
be explored through computer simulation. This approach has the advantage
that the physical characteristics of the fluid flow problem remain visible in the
solving method and that the method conserves the parallelism in the problem.
Although these type of simulation methods are not yet completely understood
and certainly not fully exploited they are of crucial importance when massive
parallel computers are concerned. We define these type of solvers as “natural
solvers” these techniques have in common that they are inspired by processes
from nature [100]. Four important examples of natural solvers are Genetic
Algorithms (inspired by the process of natural selection), Simulated Annealing (inspired by the process of cooling heated material which converges to a
state of minimal energy), the Lattice Boltzmann method (a many particle system with a macroscopic behavior that corresponds to the hydrodynamic equations), and artificial Neural Networks. We argue that in parallel computing the
class of natural solvers results in a very promising approach, since the physical characteristics of the original physical phenomenon remain visible in the
solving method and the implicit and explicit parallelism of the problem remain
conserved.
In Fig. 1 a 'bird's eye view' of the different steps of the mapping process from
application onto parallel machines is presented. As can be seen, an application is first transformed into a solver method. Here detailed knowledge of the
problem domain is obligatory. A solver can have a different nature and one
particular problem can be represented by different solver methods (like the example of the fluid flow). Next the intrinsic parallelism in the solver is passed
through the Decomposition layer that captures the parallelism and dependencies into objects and communication relationships. Finally these two classes are
mapped onto a Virtual Parallel Machine model that allows for implementation
on a large suit of parallel systems [78].
To be able to capture the generic aspects of parallel solvers and to express the
basic properties of the natural system we will define our own abstract solver
model indicated as the Virtual Particle model. The Virtual Particle (VIP) can be
defined as the basic element in the simulation model. The VIP can be defined
on several levels of abstraction. For example in a simulation model of a biolog5
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Figure 1: Outline of a Parallel Programming Model for Dynamic Complex Systems
on Massive Parallel Computers
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ical system, the VIP can correspond to a certain level of organization and aggregation in the system (e.g. molecule-organelle-cell -tissue-organ- organismpopulation). The choice of the abstraction level is determined by a combination
of the desired refining of the model and the computational requirements. In
the VIP model the microscopic, temporal or spatial, rules have to be specified
in such a way that they approximate the microscopic rules as observed in the
actual system. In the VIP model, the VIPs may correspond to the individual
particles in the natural solver, as for example in lattice gases. Alternatively,
the particles can be organized hierarchically, where VIPs can be an individual
particle or clusters of VIPs. In such a hierarchical model interactions can occur
between individual VIPs, clusters of VIPs, and individuals and clusters. An
example where clustering of VIPs is applied is in N -body problems, where the
N 2 number of long-range interactions between the particles can be approximated by NlogN interactions through the use of hierarchical tree methods[3]
[6] [38]. In the hierarchical algorithm the overall complexity of the problem is
reduced, which allows for the simulation of relatively larger problems, while
the information about the error introduced by this approximation is preserved.
By allowing to cluster VIPs into a new VIP, it becomes possible to develop an
efficient abstraction and consequent mapping of the application model onto
the Virtual Parallel Machine model.
The natural system is represented by a DCS, the application model, where the
individual elements are the VIPs whose interaction is possibly described by
(random) graphs. The application model is mapped onto the Virtual Parallel
Machine Model (see Fig. 2), which can be another instance of a DCS consisting
of a population of processors, in this case both load-balancing and minimalisation of communication can be taken into account in a graph representation.
In section 3.1 we will discuss this in detail, in section 4.4 we will demonstrate
this by a case-study of mapping a finite element model onto a parallel machine
model.
In the Background section of this paper we will review the physical requirements for computability and give some examples of intractability and undecidability in physical systems. We will use these notions througout the document.
Then we will outline a theoretical framework for mapping parallel appications
on parallel architectures. In the final sections we will discuss four case studies
of modeling Dynamical Complex Systems. In the first example we show two
alternative ways of modeling Diffusion Limited Aggregation: the “traditional”
way by solving the underlying PDE, the Laplace equation and a VIP model,
based on a multi particle system. In the second case study we will demonstrate how fluid flow and diffusion can be modeled using the VIP model based
on the Lattice Boltzmann method. In the third example we will show how a
natural solver, the genetic algorithm, can be casted into a VIP model, by using
a cellular automata representation. In the fourth case study we will show the
example of a finite element model where the application model consists of a
population of clusters with finite elements, while the machine model is a set of
7
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Figure 2: Basic structure of Dynamic Complex System Paradigm: the mapping of the
application model onto the machine model. The internal transformation denotes the
mapping of the application graph onto the machine graph
processors where the workload changes dynamically. The major issue in this
section is to minimize the communication and to attain load balancing, where
the most optimal mapping of the DCS with VIPs onto the DCS with processors
has to be determined. In the conclusions we will summarize current and future research on DCS within the Parallel Scientific Computing and Simulation
Group.

2 Background and Review of Concepts
2.1 Physical Requirements for Computability
In the appendix we identify systems which display all kinds of complex behavior, i.e. they can be computationally intractable or even formally undecidable.
A classification in terms of their computational complexity is given and we discuss NP-complete, PSPACE-complete and P-complete problems. A question to
ask at this point is: ”When does a system display complex behavior?”. By some
authors[113][57][15] it is believed that when a system display complex behavior, universal computations can be performed. Mechanically speaking a computational system requires transmission, storage and modification of information.
So, whenever we identify those three components in some dynamical system,
the system could be computationally universal. But then the question remains
when does this happen? Broadly said, using information theoretic results, we
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can answer this question by saying that it must take place at an intermediate
level of entropy: stored information, lowers the entropy, but transmission of
information increases the entropy level. Therefore we will briefly review entropy measures of Cellular Automata in section 2.1.1. In a number of papers,
Christopher Langton has tried to answer this question by considering Cellular
Automata as a theoretical model for a physical system. The hypothesis ”Computation at the Edge of Chaos” resulted from this research. Briefly it states that
universal computations can take place at the border between order and chaos.
This statement partly resulted from the observation that correlations can become infinite during or at a second order phase transition between for example
a solid and a liquid phase. Recall that a discontinuous change in an order parameter of the system corresponds to a first order transition. A sudden, but
continuous, change corresponds to a second order transition. At such a transition, the system is in a critical state. By some authors[57][50] it is believed
that the resulting infinite correlations can be interpreted as long-term memory
needed to store information. We will review these notions briefly in section
2.1.2.
Some non-equilibrium systems can display critical behavior without external
parameter tuning. This critical behavior is analogous to the behavior of a equilibrium system at second order phase transitions, i.e. no characteristic length
scales can be found. Systems with critical behavior as an attractor, are reviewed
in section 2.1.3.
2.1.1 Information Theory in CA
In order to observe phase transitions in CA evolution, quantitative order parameters are needed. These order parameters need to distinguish between ordered and disordered states. A commonly used quantity for this purpose is the
Shannon entropy[96], defined on a discrete probability distribution pi :

H =;

X
i

pi logpi =

X
i

pi log p1

i

(1)

This measure H can be associated with the degree of uncertainty about a system. In a Cellular Automata, entropy can be defined on the k N possible subsequences of N -length blocks in a k -state CA. In a random sequence all subsequences must occur with equal probability. With probabilities pi for the k N
possible subsequences:

HN = ;

kN
X
i=1

pj logpj

(2)

The spatial block entropy[37] is now defined as:

h(Nx) = HN +1 ; HN

(3)

From Eq.3 follows the spatial measure entropy, or entropy rate [37]:

h(x) = Nlim
h
!1 N
9

(4)

The superscripts (x) indicate that spatial sequences are considered. The measure entropy gives the average information content per site. Analogous to the
spatial entropy, one can define temporal entropy, where blocks of N  T sites are
considered:
t)
h(t) = lim h(NT
(5)

NT !1

(t)

Eq.3 decreases monotonically with N , while hNT decreases with T . The difference,
)
h(Nx) = h(Nx) ; h(Nx+1
(6)

is the amount of information by which a state si+N of a cell i + N becomes less
(x)
uncertain if the cell state si gets known. hN is called the N -th order mutual
information in space. Intuitively one could regard mutual information as the
stored information in one variable about another variable and the degree of
predictability of a second variable by knowing the first. Another definition
of mutual information, block-to-block mutual information, is defined as the
mutual information between two L-blocks[59]. Let P be the probability for
an L-block and P (d) be the joint probability for two blocks separated by a
distance d.:

M (d)L] =
=

XX

 
X
X
 

P (d)log PPP(d)
 

P (d)logP (d) ;

XX
 

P (d)logP logP

(7)

where k is the number of states in a configuration of a CA or other symbolic
sequence. Note that   P (d) reduces to P and mutatis mutandis for
summing over P . Hence the Eq.7 can be simplified to:

P P

M (d)L] =

XX

P (d)logP (d) ;

 
= H + H ; H

X


P logP ;

X


P logP
(8)

Where H is the joined entropy of sequences  and  .
2.1.2 Computation in the intermediate regime of ordered and disordered
behavior
If we have a k -state CA with a neighborhood size r, the total number of possir
ble transition rules is k k , which can become a very large, even for a moderate
number of states and/or a small neighborhood. If a structure were present in
this enormous space, it should be possible to identify areas of equal complexity (Wolfram classes, see section 6.4) and how these areas are connected to each
other. Using this ordering one can locate those areas which support the transmission, storage and modification of information. Langton[57], suggested the
parameter to structure the CA rule-space. An arbitrary state s 2  is assigned
10

the quiescent state sq . Let there be n transitions to this quiescent state in an arbitrary transition rule. The remaining k r ; n transitions are filled randomly by
picking uniformly over the other k ; 1 states:

= k k;r n
r

(9)

= 0:0 then all transitions in the rule will be to the quiescent state sq . If
= 1:0 there will be no transitions to sq . All states are represented equally in
the rule if = 1:0 ; 1=K . With the aid of the -parameter it should be posIf

sible to examine the conjecture that complex behavior is located at intermediate
regime between ordered and disordered behavior. The spectrum of dynamical
behavior can be explored with the so called table-walk-through-method which increases the -parameter at successive time steps. At each new time step a transition table is incrementally updated using the transition table at the previous
time step. Because the described method is actually a ”random walk” through
a coarse grained version of the CA state-space, each table-walk displays quantitatively different behavior. Several measures can be used to characterize the
dynamical behavior of the CA at each new value of the -parameter. These
measures include the numerical determination of block entropies and both
temporal and spatial mutual information statistics. At intermediate values of
, i.e at the edge between ordered and disordered dynamics several remarkable
events occur:





Transient lengths grow rapidly, analogously to the physical event of critical slowing down.
Transient lengths depend exponentially on the size of the CA.
Mutual information measures (see Eq. 8), reach their maximum values
(both spatial and temporal mutual information), see Fig. 3(left) at the entropy transition, see Fig. 3(right)
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and site entropy, both for 4-state 2-neighbor Cellular Automata
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The exponential dependence of transient lengths on the size of the CA is analogous to the exponential dependence on problem size in the NP and PSPACE
complexity classes. As for the halting-computations, it will be formally undecidable for an arbitrary CA in the vicinity of a phase transition, whether
transients will ever die out. The increase in mutual information indicates that
the correlation length is growing, which implies further evidence for a phase
transition in that region. Of course we cannot observe a real phase transition
other than in the thermodynamic limit. Other evidence for the ”Edge of chaos”
hypothesis can be found in the work of Crutchfield on continuous dynamical
systems[14] and the resulting -machine reconstruction. In [16] the so called intrinsic computation abilities of a continuous dynamical system are investigated.
The output of the system (e.g. an iterative map, xn+1 = f (xn )) in time is coarse
grained into a sequence of zeros and ones. In other words the output domain
xn is divided into two regions, P0 = fxn < xc g and P1 = fxn  xc g, where xc
is an arbitrary chosen division point. The complexity of the dynamical system
is quantified by construction of the minimal regular language which accepts
the generated sequence. The complexity and entropy (see Eq. 1) for the logistic
map was examined in [16] using the method of regular language complexity
(size of the corresponding finite automaton). It was found that the lowest values of complexity corresponds to the periodic and fully chaotic regimes of the
map. The highest value of the complexity occurs where the period doubling
cascade of the map meets the band-merging cascade, i.e. at the border between
order and chaos. In [23] the work of Langton and Crutchfield is complemented
by examining the dynamical behavior of a well known computational device:
The Turing Machines (TM). A class of 7-state 4-symbol Turing machines, which
also includes Minsky's universal Turing machine[72], was used to address the
question whether universal computation is found between order and chaos. A
large number of randomly created TM's was used to generate three different
sequences: a sequence of symbols read, a sequence of states and a sequence
of moves made by the TM head. For all these sequences the corresponding
regular language complexity was calculated using the technique of -machine
reconstruction and plotted against its block-entropy (see Eq. 3). They found
that the most complex TM's are indeed located at intermediate values of the
entropy, including Minsky's universal TM. Mitchell et al, reviewed this idea
of computation at the 'edge of chaos' and reported on experiments producing very different results from the original experiment by Packard [80], they
suggest that the interpretation of the original results is not correct [73].
2.1.3 Computational Behavior as an Attractor: Self Organized Criticality
Most of the time, equilibrium systems with short-range interactions, exhibit
exponentially decaying correlations. Infinite correlations, i.e. scale invariance,
can be achieved by fine tuning some parameters (temperature) to a critical
value. An example of such a system is the Ising spin model of magnetization.
On the other hand, a large class of non-equilibrium locally interacting nonlinear systems spontaneously develop scale invariance. These systems are subject
12

to external driving: local states are increased from outside until some threshold condition holds. At the point where the critical value is reached the local
state variables trigger a chain reaction by transporting its ”stored energy” to
neighboring sites. At the steady state of the system, assured by open boundary
conditions, chain reactions or avalanches of all sizes can occur. The distribution
of ”avalanche sizes” obeys critical scaling:

P (s)  s;

(10)

where is a critical exponent and the state of the system has no intrinsic time
or length scale. The size of an avalanche can be defined in different ways. It can
be measured by the number of relaxation steps needed for the chain reaction to
stop or the total number of sites involved in the avalanche. This phenomenon
of spontaneously developing critical scaling has been called Self Organized
Criticality (SOC)[5]. A lot of naturally occurring systems exhibit this kind of
scaling- or self-similar behavior. The basic model with which SOC behavior is
demonstrated, is with the use of a special kind of Cellular Automaton, which
simulates the sliding and growing of sand piles[5]. A discrete variable h is
assigned to each site on a d-dimensional lattice, representing the height of a
”slope”. Units of sand are added subsequently to a random site until some
critical threshold hc is reached. If the state of a site has reached the critical
value, a sliding event takes place: the sand of the site is distributed among its
nearest neighbors. The rules for a d-dimensional version of such a model are:

h(r t + 1) ! h(r t) ; 2d
(11)
h(r  e t + 1) ! h(r  e t) + 1
(12)
where r is a lattice position, e is used to denote the j -th neighbor, and t is the
j

j

j

iteration counter. The rules actually describe a non-linear diffusion equation.
If the system has relaxed, another random perturbation can made. We have
repeated the experiments with a continuous version of this model where randomly chosen energy quanta h ( 0 1])are added to a randomly chosen site. If
some site reaches the critical energy value 1:0, the system is relaxed until every
site is below this critical value. At some point the system reaches a stationary state where the average energy has reached a steady value < h >. At this
point, the addition of an amount of energy to some site can trigger avalanches
of arbitrary sizes, i.e. from one shift to one comparable with the system size.
From this point we measured the distribution of both the duration and size
of the avalanches. Figs. 4 and 5 show the distribution of avalanche size and
avalanche duration respectively. It is clear that the finite size distribution can
be fitted by a function obeying a power law. The idea of Self-Organized Criticality is assumed to be an explanation of the emergence of critical scaling behavior in many naturally observed systems. If this scaling behavior is spatial
the signature of the system is often a fractal. Many growth phenomena exhibit this self-similar behavior, e.g. DLA, Dielectric Breakdown (DB), Invasion
Percolation, etc. Hence a logical step is to use SOC as a possible theory of the
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growth of fractal patterns. The idea that a dynamical system with spatial degrees of freedom evolves into a self-organized critical state could very well be
applied to these familiar models of growth. Some work in this area has been
done on the DB model[2][81][82]. Exactly at the point where extinction of a
branch balances branching itself, the growth process is stable with respect to
fluctuations. A stationary state is reached when branching has broken down
to a level where the flow only barely survives[2]. The distribution of the sizes
of extinct branches describe the self-organized critical state, corresponding to
the avalanches in the sandpile. Another way of characterizing the SOC state
is by keeping track of the electrostatic field and the number of iterations required to reach relaxation[81] after a growth step. The relaxation steps of a numerical procedure, e.g Jacobi iteration, can be used to quantify this measure.
Alternatively one could measure the range of the disturbance, defined as the
total number of lattice sites in which the electrostatic potential changes above
a given threshold. If the growth is in the SOC regime, the range distribution
can be described by a power-law function.

2.2 Examples of Intractability and undecidability in some Physical Systems
In this section we will discuss models of three different complex systems, namely
an optical system[86], a N-body system[85] and Non-equilibrium growth. It can be
shown that these systems exhibit undecidable and intractable behavior concerning their predictability. We will shortly describe these systems and their
related hardness proofs. For a thorough description we refer to [86], [85], [48]
and [95].

2.2.1 Optical Beam Tracing
First the optical system, which also forms a basis for the hardness proofs of the
N-body system. In [86] the ”Computability and Complexity of Optical Beam
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Tracing” is explored. The Ray Tracing Problem (RTB) is stated as:
Given an optical system (a finite set of reflective or refractive surfaces) and
an initial position and direction of a light ray and some fixed point p, does
the light ray eventually reach the point p?
We summarize the computability results for different optical models, for more
detail see [86]:
1. In a three dimensional system which consists of a finite set of mirrors,
half-silvered mirrors and quadratic lenses, RTB is undecidable. The proof
remains valid for rational coordinates.
2. In a three dimensional system which consists of just a finite set of mirrors
with irrational endpoint coordinates, RTB is undecidable. When the endpoints are restricted to rational coordinates the problem is PSPACE-hard.
3. For any system with dimension  2, which consists of a finite set of mirrors with rational endpoints which lie perpendicular to each other, RTB
is in PSPACE. For dimensions  3 the problem is PSPACE-complete.
By showing that the total path of the light ray can be divided into sub paths
and their corresponding rational equations, all models can be shown to be recursively enumerable. Hence the total path can be traced. In order to prove
undecidability, an optical model must be able to mimic an unrestricted Turing
Machine. This can be achieved by coding the contents of the tape by (x y ) coordinates of the position of the light ray. The states of the TM are “coded” by
basic optical boxes (a specific set of mirrors and lenses), which implement the
transition function  for a particular state. The mapping of  onto the operation of an optical model is done by simulating the two basic different types of
transitions:

(q c) = (q w L)
(q c) = (q w R)
0

(13)

0

(14)

Where L and R represent a left and right move respectively, q and q correspond to TM states, c to the read symbol, and w to the written symbol. The
basic boxes implement the various transition functions, by manipulating the
light ray through the use of mirrors and lenses, which in turn implement the
functioning of an entire TM. Undecidability of RTB using some optical model
can be proven by showing that an unrestricted TM can be mimicked. PSPACEhardness can be proven by showing that some space bounded TM can be mimicked.
0

2.2.2 N-body Simulation
A second physical model to which a hardness proof is applied, is N-body simulations[85].
The N-body simulation problem is stated as follows:
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Given initial positions and velocities of n particles that have pair-wise
force interactions, simulate the movement of these particles so as to determine the positions of the particles at a future time.
The problem of determining whether a specific particle will reach a certain
region at some specified target time is called the N-body reachability problem. The
equations of motion for each body is given by Newton's laws of motion which
constitute n ordinary differential equations. The corresponding solutions can
be approximated by time stepping. The initial positions and velocities of the
bodies are given by nk -bit rational. The destination position is given by a ball,
which is an n-bit rational (the ratio of two n-bit integers). A related result can
be found in [29], where the ”billiard ball computer” is introduced and which
is proved to be PSPACE-hard. However this model depends on non-movable
obstacles as does the optical model stated above and hence is not applicable to
n-body simulation.
The hardness proof is done by constructing an analog of optical beam tracing in
the N-body system. It is assumed that initial positions, velocities and position
of the destination ball are rational. The global sketch of the proof is by reducing
several problems to each other, starting with a known PSPACE-hard problem,
namely that of optical ray tracing with reflective (only mirrors) surfaces and
ending with the n-body simulation problem by subsequently reducing subproblems. For a detailed overview we refer to [85].
2.2.3 Non Equilibrium Growth Processes
In equilibrium growth processes, as for example found in a perfect crystal
where the growth process is near or in equilibrium, molecules are exploring
various sites of the crystal and are added to the crystal until the most stable
configuration is found. In this type of growth process a continuous rearrangement of particles takes place, the process is relatively slow and the resulting
objects are very regular [92]. In some cases the growth form which emerges
is a normal object from Euclidean geometry whereas in other cases objects are
formed that resemble regular fractal objects.
Many growth processes in nature are not in equilibrium. An extreme example
is an aggregation process of particles where as soon as a particle is added to
the growth form, it stops trying other sites an no further rearrangement takes
place. The local growth probabilities are not everywhere equal on the aggregate and an instable situation emerges. The growth process in non-equilibrium
is relatively fast and often irregular objects, characterized by a fractal dimension, are formed [91] [92] [90]. An example of a (non-equilibrium) growth process from physics, is viscous fingering. The phenomenon can be demonstrated
in an experiment where air displaces a high-viscosity fluid between two glass
plates. In Fig. 6 a diagram is shown of an experiment where air is injected
between two glass plates at y = 0 and displaces a high viscosity fluid, which
is only removed at the top of the plates (both sides are closed). The pressure
P will be the highest at y = 0 and the lowest at y = L, where L represents
16

the length of the glass plates. In the fluid the pressure is given by the Laplace
equation [25]:

; 52 P = 0

(15)

In the air the pressure is everywhere equal, since its viscosity can be ignored.
The pressure in the air equals to the input pressure P (y = 0) and the consequence is that the largest pressure gradients occur at the tips of the fingers in
Fig. 6, while the lowest gradients occur below the tips. The probability that the
fingers continue to grow will be the highest at the tips and in a next growth
stage the pressure gradients in the tips are still more amplified, resulting in
an instable situation. In Fig. 7 an example of the resulting growth pattern is
shown, it is an irregular shaped object, known in the literature as viscous fingering.

Figure 6: Diagram of a viscous fingering Figure 7: Example of a viscous fingering
experiment
growth pattern
Another example of growth in non-equilibrium is growth of a bacteria colony
(for example Bacillus subtilus) on a petri-dish [32]. The colony consumes nutrients from its immediate environment and the distribution of nutrients is determined by diffusion. When it is assumed that the concentration c is zero at the
colony and that the diffusion process is fast compared to the growth process,
the concentration field will attain a steady state in which the diffusion equation

dc = D 52 c
dt

(16)

equals zero. In this equation D is the diffusion coefficient. The nutrient source
may be, for example, a circle around the colony or a linear source where the
concentration is maximal. The local nutrient concentration at sites between the
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colony and the source can be described with the Laplace equation:

52C = 0

(17)

The growth process of a bacteria colony, viscous fingering, and various other
growth patterns from physics as for example electric discharge patterns and
growth forms of electro deposits, can be simulated with one model: the Diffusion Limited Aggregation model [91]. At the heart of all these growth patterns there is one Partial Differential Equation, the Laplace equation, which
describes the distribution of the concentration (Eq. 17), pressure (Eq. 15), electric potential etc. in the environment of the growth pattern. The DLA-model is
a probabilistic cellular automaton which resides on a square two-dimensional
or three dimensional lattice. In section 4.1 various methods will be discussed
for constructing DLA-clusters, an example of a DLA-cluster is shown in Fig. 27.
The underlying Laplace equation can be solved numerically and a DLA cluster
can be constructed using the nutrient distribution over the lattice. The cluster
is initialized with a seed and the following boundary conditions are applied:
c = 0 on the cluster itself and c = 1 at the nutrient source, which may be circular, linear etc. The probability p that a perimeter site with index k will be added
to the DLA-cluster is determined by

p(k 2 perimeter sites ! k 2 cluster sites) = P
where ck

=

(ck )

j 2perimeter sites (cj )



(18)

concentration at position k

The exponent applied in Eq. 18 describes the relation between the local field
and the probability. This exponent usually ranges in experiments from 0.0 to
2.0. The sum in the denominator represents the sum of all local concentrations
of the possible growth candidates. The probability that new sites will be added
to the cluster will be the highest at the tips of the cluster, where the steepest
nutrient gradients occur, and the lowest in the bays between the branches. In
successive growth steps the nutrient gradients at the tips will even become
steeper and a comparable instable situation is encountered as in the viscous
fingering example. The effect of changing the exponent in Eq. 18 is that the
overall shape of the cluster changes. For the value = 0 the shape changes
in a compact cluster and it can be demonstrated that the DLA-model for this
special case transforms into the Eden model. This model is one of the earliest
probabilistic cellular automata to simulate growth. In the Eden model each
possible growth candidate has the same probability to become occupied. For
the value = 1 the normal DLA-cluster is obtained, while for higher values
more dendritic shapes are generated [68]. With the parameter the effect of
nutrient gradients on the growth process can be controlled, where the Eden
model is an extreme example in which gradients have no effect on the local
probability that a new site will be added to the growth form.
In order to model and simulate different natural growth processes, a variety of
growth models have been suggested, each with different characteristics. Most
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of these models display scaling or fractal behavior, analogous to characteristics observed in second order phase transitions. Examples of these models are:
DLA, Eden growth, invasion percolation, and ballistic deposition. From a computational point of view these models can be divided in two classes known
from computational complexity theory: NC and P (see section 6.3).
As usual complexity classes are defined for decision problems, so we in order
to talk about the computational complexity of growth models, they have to be
formulated as such. Consider a cluster growing on a lattice of N sites. The decision problem can be divided into N separate decision problems, corresponding to whether the N sites of a lattice will eventually be occupied or not by the
spreading cluster. Through the equivalence of a hydrodynamic model[55] it
can be shown that DLA also P-complete[60], hence DLA can be regarded as a
universal computer for problems in P. On the other hand the Eden model and
invasion percolation can be formulated as waiting time models[87] and as such
can be proven to be in the class NC[62].
Let us first consider the equivalence between DLA and the Chamber-Tube (CT)
model[55]. An approach to model two-fluid flow (an in-viscid fluid driving a
viscous one) in a porous medium is to regard the porous medium as a system
of chambers connected by tubes. The pressure of the viscous fluid driven by
the invading fluid, satisfies a Laplace equation:

r2 p = 0
Basically this is the CT model, which can be shown to be equivalent to DLA. In
[60] it is shown that this CT model is P-complete, from which a restricted planar
version of this CT model is also shown to be P-complete. Intuitively the DLA
model is inherently history-dependent, i.e. the growth at a given time step
depends in the prior history of the system (Markovian). Because of this property, the DLA model does not lend itself for exact efficient parallelization. It is
however possible, to parallelize the computational steps between two growth
events and also to some extent the growth steps themselves[95]. Apparently
also Eden models suffer from history dependence, at each time step a particle
is added randomly to the perimeter of the cluster. In [62] it is shown that this
history dependence can be overcome. In [87] a mapping is made between the
Eden model and the growth of directed polymers in random media. The directed polymer problem is defined in a random medium, at zero temperature. To
each site i of a lattice, a random number xi from some probability distribution
is assigned. This random number corresponds to the local interaction energy
between the polymer and the embedding medium at this site. A directed polymer is a directed path P that spans the lattice. The energy of the polymer is the
sum of the x's along the path P . At zero temperature the polymer will be in
the lowest energy configuration, such that E will be:

E = minP

(X)
i2P

(19)

Subsequently an equivalence with Eden growth can be made. Set a clock on
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each site of the lattice and record the time during which the site has been a potential growth site, without being actually part of the cluster. Note that eventually all sites will be part of the Eden cluster. Call this delay i for site i. From
these delay times, the real time ti at which the site became part of the cluster
can be computed: it is equal to the time at which i became a neighbor to the
cluster plus the time i . The time ti i at which the neighbor becomes part of the
cluster is the minimum of the sum of delays to this neighbor:

8
9
<X =
ti = minPi :
j
j 2Pi

(20)

The resemblance between Eq.20 and Eq.19 is obvious. The time should be compared with the minimum energy of a polymer. This so called waiting time
model can in turn be mapped onto a Minimum-Weight Path Algorithm, which
is known to be efficiently parallelisable. MWP is defined as:
An undirected grap G = (V E ), where V is a set of sites and E is a
set of bonds connecting pairs of sites. Weights w(i j ) are assigned
to each bond fi j g 2 E . The problem is to find a matrix containing
weights of the minimum-weight paths between every pair of sites
in V .
It possible to describe both Eden and DLA with the same equation[82], only
differing in one parameter. The growth is determined by a scalar field , which
obeys the Laplace equation outside the lattice. The velocity of growth depends
on the gradient of this field raised to a power:

v / jr j :

(21)

When = 1 DLA is recovered, and when = 0, the Eden model is obtained. It
follows that, though both DLA and Eden can be described by the same equations, they are not equal in computational complexity. This transition to another complexity class can be established by changing this parameter. It is
interesting to known whether general properties and conditions for this difference in time complexity between growth models can be found.

3 Theoretical Framework
3.1 Parallel Task Allocation
3.1.1 Introduction
An essential problem in the field of parallel computing is the so called Task
Allocation Problem(TAP): given a set of parallel communicating tasks (a parallel application) and a parallel distributed memory machine, find the optimal
allocation of tasks onto the parallel system. The quality of an allocation is measured by the turn-around time of the application, which depends on various
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components. In a parallel application, generally, one can distinguish phases
dominated by communication components and calculation components.
A method that is used to minimize the turn-around time must optimise both
components simultaneously. This is due to the fact that the two terms can not
be regarded as independent components, rather they are strongly related to
each other. A task allocation where all tasks are placed on a single processor obviously minimizes the amount of communication, while the calculation
will be maximal. On the other hand equal distribution of the set of parallel
tasks, without taking into account the communication term would lead to an
optimized calculation term, while communication can become degraded. We
toss the term frustration for the fact that optimization of one term conflicts with
the other, in analogy to physical systems that exhibit frustration. Intuitively, it
is clear that increasing dominance of either the communication or calculation
term reduces the amount of frustration in the system.
Many fundamental problems from natural sciences deal with complex systems.
A complex system can be described as a population of unique elements with
well defined attributes and interactions. In most cases, such systems are characterized by quenched disorder and frustrated, non-linear interactions [71], between the set of elements constituting the system. It is well known that these
system ingredients contribute to the emergent unpredictable behavior that is
often demonstrated by such systems [97]. The quenched disorder is either
present in the initial condition (e.g. in cellular automata) or in the interaction between elements (e.g. in spin glasses). In combination with the frustration occurring due to mutual conflicts, certain properties of these systems are
often analytically intractable. Examples of such properties are its asymptotic
behavior and the exact location of the (energetically) optimal states. The latter characteristic often causes the corresponding optimization problems to be
NP-hard [101]. Given the fact that the TAP objective function (minimization
of turn-around time) contains two competitive terms, behavior similar to other
known complex systems is to be expected.
In order to deepen our knowledge about the TAP, we intend to explore its characteristics in terms of phase space and optima structure. Specifically, the degree
of frustration in the TAP constitutes a fundamental difficulty with the problem.
An important distinguishing aspect in the TAP is the presence of a transition
from sequential to parallel optimal allocation. For example, consider a parallel machine topology consisting of identical processors, with a tunable performance rate. Increasing the peak performance continuously from 0 flop/s to
1 flop/s, will induce a transition from optimal parallel- to sequential allocation, given a finite communication speed within the network. In analogy with
other combinatorial optimization problems that exhibit frustration and phase
transitions, we expect that a phenomenon, known as critical slowing down, can
be observed in the transition region. That is, the difficulty of finding optimal
solutions peaks near the transition region (see e.g. [111]).
In general, the selection of a suited heuristic method for finding (sub)-optimal
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solutions requires knowledge of the shape of the phase space. Great care has to
be taken in selecting an optimization method, since searching the optimal solution to the TAP is known to be an NP-hard problem [8]. Hence, a study on the
structure of the landscape of the TAP is necessary in order to identify effective
optimization methods. Furthermore, the sensitivity of the TAP to a small set
of machine and application specific parameters is investigated. We restrict our
attention to a specific subset of the TAP. The focus will be on applications that
can be described by static parallel task graphs. In addition we assume to have
a static resource parallel machine that is homogeneous and fully connected.
This section is structured as follows. Section 3.1.2 introduces application and
machine representations that are used to model the performance characteristics of parallel static applications on parallel machines. Section 3.1.3 gives a
detailed study on the structure of the phase space (or landscape) of the TAP.
Section 3.1.7 is dedicated to the geometrical phase transition occurring in the
TAP. In section 3.1.11 the following experimental methods are presented: Simulated Annealing (SA) [53], for finding optima, and Weinberger correlation for
phase space structure characterization [110]. In section 3.1.15 experimental results are presented, which are discussed in section 3.1.20. Finally, some concluding remarks and directions for future work are given in section 3.1.23.
3.1.2 Application and Machine Models
In order to facilitate our study on abstract parallel applications we introduce
a random graph representation as a model of static communicating parallel
tasks. Each task is assigned a workload and every pair of tasks (vertices) in
the task graph is connected with a probability  ( 2 0 1]). A message size is
assigned to each link between two communicating tasks. We restrict our attention to constant work loads and message sizes. Furthermore the target processor topology is assumed to be a static parallel machine that is fully connected
and homogeneous. That is, communication channels between all processor
pairs are bi-directional and have equal bandwidths. Moreover, the processors
are homogeneous, i.e. they have identical constant performance.
The metric for deciding on the quality of a task allocation is the turn-around
or execution time. A variety of cost models that are based on a graph representation can be found in literature. For example, the following cost function (22) [51], is known to model the actual execution time for a given task
allocation with reasonable accuracy. Of course it is a simplification of the real
situation, i.e. message latencies and network congestion are neglected.

H = max
q2Q

X
ui 2U q

Wui Sq + u 2U qmax
S W
u 2A(u ) pq ui uj
i

where

 ui is a task in the parallel task graph
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i

!

(22)








Q: the set of processors
A(ui ): the set of tasks connected to task ui
U q : set of tasks ui residing on processor q

Wui : Work associated with task ui (e.g. in terms of flop)
1
Sq : processorspeed
for processor q (e.g. in s/flop)
Wui uj : Number of bytes to be sent, due to nodal connectivity, between
host processor of task ui and task uj .
1
 Spq : bandwidth
of route between processor p and q (in s/bytes)
A property of this specific function is that the execution time is determined by
the “slowest” processor in the parallel machine. This cost function is a reasonable representation of the actual execution time.
Because the value of H (Eq. 22) can only change in task transfers that involve
the slowest processor, it is not very sensitive to task rearrangements. Therefore it is unsuitable for local search optimization techniques like SA. Usage of
SA for finding optimal solutions necessitates formulation of an alternative cost
function like (23), see e.g. [67].

H=

X
p

Wp2 + 

X
p6=q

Cpq

(23)

where

 Wp = Ap Sp , with Ap : Pui 2U p Wui , total work on processor p in terms of
flop.

 Cpq = Mpq Spq , with Mpq : Pui 2puj 2q Wui uj .
  is a control parameter, expressing the communication/calculation ratio [26].

An incremental search from a given allocation (moving one task), requires a
complete re-calculation of the cost for Eq. 22. On the other hand, Eq. 23 has
the locality property, which means that incremental changes in a task allocation can be propagated into the cost without having to recalculate the whole
cost function. Only a difference has to be calculated instead[28]. This is specifically useful if an optimization algorithm is applied that is based on incremental
changes (e.g. SA), and as such can exploit the direct consequence of these increments. A disadvantage of using (23) is the fact that it is a not a correct model
for the absolute cost. The objective is to minimize the variance in the workload
distribution simultaneous with the communication volume of the whole system, opposed to optimization of the execution time of the slowest processor in
Eq. 22.
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3.1.3 Correlation Structure of the TAP
The configuration space C of the TAP consists of all possible task allocations
of the n tasks to the P processor topology. A configuration can be encoded
as a sequence of length n, which is composed of letters taken from the alphabet f1 2 :::: P g. The index of a sequence letter corresponds to a task ID. The
distance is given by the number of positions in which two sequences A and B
differ; this metric distance measure is the Hamming distance [39] d(A B ). The
Hamming graph can be constructed by connecting every sequence pair (A B )
that has d(A B ) = 1.
The number of configurations with a given distance d from an arbitrary reference point N (P n d), the total number of configurations #C , and the diameter
in the configuration space, diamC are easily found to be:

N (P n d) =

n (P ; 1)d
d
#C = P n
diamC = n

(24)
(25)
(26)

A random walk through some landscape, can be used to characterize its structure [110]. For landscapes that are self-similar it is known that the corresponding random walk auto-correlation function is a decaying exponential, with correlation length . Such landscapes are classified as AR(1) landscapes and have
been identified in various fields, e.g. (Bio)physics [110] and combinatorial optimization [103][104]. It has been shown that incremental search methods like
Simulated Annealing perform optimally on landscapes that show a self-similar
structure [102].
We will derive expressions for the relaxation and auto-correlation functions of
random walks through the task allocation landscape. The relaxation functions
indicate at what rate a random walk through the Hamming graph deviates
from the starting point, analogous to e.g. relaxation of diffusion processes in
physical systems.
The auto-correlation function is used to quantify the rugged-ness [110] of the
landscape of the TAP. The landscape constitutes the Hamming graph with cost
values that are assigned to all vertices according to Eq. 23. Using these expressions it is shown that the landscape is AR(1) with a correlation length that is
linearly proportional to the number of tasks n.
3.1.4 Relaxation of random walks
The statistical properties of random walks on the graph C are completely contained in the probabilities sd , where sd denotes the probability that a random
walk is within a distance d from the starting point after s steps. In general this
probability distribution fulfills the following recursion relations on any distance transitive graph (following [103]).
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;
0
sd = a+
d;1 s;1d;1 + ad s;1d + ad+1 s;1d+1
00

sd = 0

The coefficients ad , a0d and a;
d

if

(27)

=1

d>s

+

denote the probability of making a step “forward”, “side ward” and “backward”, respectively, given the walk is within a
;
0
distance d from the starting point. Therefore a+
d + ad + ad is equal to 1. For the
TAP graph C we obtain the following expressions:

)(P ; 1)
a+d = (n ; dnP
P ; 2)d
a0d = n + (nP
a;d = d=(nP )

(28)

Although we have no closed expression for the sd , we can obtain some insight
into the relaxation behavior of random walks from the expected values of the
distance (first moment) and the squared distance (second moment) from the
starting point after s steps along the walk:
1

2

(s) =

(s) =

s
X

d=0
s
X
d=0

d sd

d2 sd

Using Eqs. 27 and 29, we can derive recursion relations for

1

(s) =

s
X
d=0

(29)

1

(s) and

2

(s):

d(a+d;1 s;1d;1 + a0d s;1d + a;d+1 s;1d+1 )
=

s;1
X
d=0

;
+
;
0
s;1d (d(a+
d + ad + ad ) + (ad ; ad ))

=

s;1
X
d=0

;
s;1d (d + (a+
d ; ad ))

(30)

And analogously:

2

(s) =

s
X
d=0

d2 (a+d;1 s;1d;1 + a0d s;1d + a;d+1 s;1d+1 )
=

s;1
X
d=0

;
+
;
s;1d (d2 + 2d(a+
d ; ad ) + ad + ad )
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(31)

Filling in the explicit expressions for the coefficients (see Eq. 28) we obtain:

(s) = (1 ; n1 ) 1 (s ; 1) + (1 ; P1 )
2
2 + 2 ; 1 ) (s ; 1) + (1 ; 1 )
2 (s) = (1 ; ) 2 (s ; 1) + (2 ;
n
P nP n 1
P
1

(32)
(33)

The fixed points of these difference (or recursion) equations are unique and
correspond to the limit s ! 1, or equivalently, random sampling, They are
found to be

(1) =< d(A B ) >random= n(1 ; P1 )
n(P ; 1)(1 ; n + nP )
2
2 (1) =< d (A B ) >random =
P2
1

(34)
(35)

where A and B are random configurations (with d(A B ) the distance between
A and B ).
We can define the corresponding relaxation functions qk (s) [103] as follows:

k
; < dk (A0 As ) > = 1 ; k (s)
qk (s) = < d (A B<) d>krandom
(36)
(A B ) >random
k (1)
where k = 1 2 and A0 and As are the initial and final point of a random walk
of length s.
After rewriting, we arrive at the following recursion relations for the qk (s):

q1 (s) = (1 ; n1 )q1 (s ; 1)

; 2n + 2nP ; P ) + q (s ; 1)(1 ; 2 )
q2 (s) = q1 (s ; 1)(2
2
n ; n2 (1 ; P )
n

(37)
(38)

Clearly for q1 (s) we can obtain immediately:

q1 (s) = (1 ; n1 )s = e;s=1
(39)
1
Where 1 = ln(n=n
;1)) n.
To arrive at a closed formula for q2 (s) first the recursion relation for q2 (s) is
rewritten by the relation for q1 (s):
q2 (s) = q2 (s ; 1)g + as;1 b
2n+2nP ;P )
1
2
where b = (2;
n;n2 (1;P ) , a = (1 ; n ) and g = (1 ; n ).
since q2 (0) = 1, we can derive that:
q2 (s) = gs + bas;1
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s;1 g
X
( a )i
i=0

(40)

(41)

In the sum term we recognize the geometrical series:

s;1
X
i=0

xi = 11;;xx

s

(42)

which leads to the general expression:

q2 (s) = gs (1 + g ;b a ) ; as g ;b a
which can be rewritten using two different relaxation times (

(43)
1

and

2 ).

q2 (s) = (1 + g ;b a )e;s=2 ; g ;b a e;s=1

(44)

obviously,

1

1
= ; lna

n

(45)

2

1
= ; lng

n

(46)

and

2

3.1.5 Random walks through the TAP landscape
In the previous subsection we have restricted our attention to the correlation
structure of distance sequences on the Hamming graph. In this section to every
vertex in the graph a cost value will be assigned according to function H , e.g.
Eq. 23.
Weinberger [110] proposed the autocorrelation function:

< (H (A); < H >)(H (B ); < H >) >d(AB)=d
(47)
2
(where d is the number of random walks steps and  2 is the variance of H ), as
the most useful characteristic of a fitness landscape H : C ! IR. Apart from
totally uncorrelated landscapes, (d) =  (d 0), the simplest class consists of the
(d) =

nearly fractal AR(1) landscapes. A time series which is isotropic, Gaussian and
Markovian will lead to an autocorrelation function of the form characterized
by [110]:

(d) (1)d = e;d= d

n

(48)

where is the correlation length.
The definition of the autocorrelation function, (47), can be rewritten as

(d) = 1 ;

< (H (A) ; H (B ))2 >d(AB)=d
22
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(49)

According to Eq. 48, the auto-correlation function for an AR(1) landscape can
be determined from analysis of the 1-step auto-correlation. Let t and t0 be two
configurations with d(t t0 ) = 1 and corresponding costs H and H 0 . According
to (49) we can write:

0 )2 >
(1) = 1 ; < (H 2;H
=1;
2

(50)

1, which is reasonable, since we look at a small variation
We assume that 
in H .
If  is sufficiently small we have
= ; ln1(1) = ; ln(11;  )

1



(51)

or equivalently,
2
= < (H 2;H 0 )2 >

(52)

3.1.6 The one step correlation function for the Task Allocation Problem
As previously stated, we consider the task allocation problem for a processor topology that is fully connected and homogeneous, so processor- and link
speeds are set to unity. Furthermore the work per task is considered to be
unity. We consider a general class of random task graphs. Each pair of tasks
is connected with probability  . In graph theoretical terms we consider simple
graphs, so maximally one edge connects two vertices (tasks) and a task is not
connected to itself.
The TAP phase space properties are studied using the cost function (23). If we
mutate the allocation number of task k (in an arbitrary initial configuration) we
can derive the following formula for the change in cost H = H ; H 0 :

H = 2wk (Wm ; Wn ; wk ) + 2R
(53)
if task k gets assigned a new allocation number. Else H is 0.
wk is the work associated with task k, m is the previous allocation number, n
the new one, Wm is the execution time due to the work on processor m and
equivalently for processor n. Both calculation time values are taken before the
mutation. The term R denotes the change in the communication cost (communication cost before - communication cost after).
However, we are interested in < (H )2 ) >. After some algebra we obtain:
(including the fact that only a fraction (P ; 1)=P of the mutations contributes
indeed the amount (53)).

< (H )2 ) >= P P; 1 (4(1;2 < R > + < R2 > +2(< Wn2 > ; < Wm Wn > + < Wn R > ; < Wm R >)))
(54)
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So, in order to obtain an analytical expression for (54) we need to calculate six
quantities: < R >, < R2 >, < Wn2 >, < Wm Wn >, < Wm R > and < Wn R >.
Before continuing with our derivation of the one-step auto-correlation, first an
expression for  2 will be derived.
We have
2 =< H 2 > ; < H >2
(55)
The simplest of the two terms is < H

< H >=

X
p

>2 . We can see that

< Wp2 > +

X
pq

< Cpq >

(56)

The probability that a given task i gets assigned a specific allocation number
j is denoted by q, consequently the probability that the task doesn't get the
allocation number is equal to 1 ; q . So we can consider this as a binomial
distribution.
The probability that k tasks get assigned to a specific processor number is therefore given by:

n qk (1 ; q)n;k
(57)
k
Obviously q = P1 . The expectation value for k is given by < k >= nq = n=P ,
whereas the variance < k 2 > ; < k >2 of k is equal to Pn (1 ; P1 ).
This leads us directly to the following expression for < k 2 >:
< k2 >= Pn ( Pn + 1 ; P1 )
(58)
which is equal to < Wp2 > in the case that all tasks have unit weight.
Next, consider < Cpq >. We are interested in the probability of having l tasks
on some processor p, and k tasks on another processor q , sharing x edges. We
denote by P (x \ (l \ k )) the probability that the above event occurs. We can
express this probability as a product of two other probabilities using Bayes
theorem:

P (xjl \ k) = P (xP \(l (\l \k)k))

(59)

So, the probability that we look for is P (x \ (l \ k )) = P (xjl \ k )P (l \ k ); the product of the probability that we have l nodes on some processor p and k nodes on
some processor q , times the probability that given the first restriction the tasks
on these processors share x edges. This leads to the following expression for
the expected communication between an arbitrary processor pair:

< Cpq >=

X n l
n;l X n ; l q k (1;q2 )n;l;k X lk  x (1; )lk;x x
q
(1
;
q
1)
1
2
l
k
x
x
l
k
(60)
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Where, q1

= P1

and q2

< Cpq >=< x >=

= P 1;1 which reduces to

X n l
n;l X n ; l q k (1 ; q2 )n;l;k kl
q
(1
;
q
1)
1
2
l
k
l
k

(61)

And therefore

< Cpq >=

X n l
n;l
l q1 (1 ; q1 ) l(n ; l)q2
l

(62)

Simplifying to

< Cpq >= nq2 < l > ;q2 < l2 >
(63)
We already saw that < l2 >= Pn ( Pn + 1 ; P1 ) and < l >= Pn , so
< Cpq >=  n(nP;2 1)
(64)
This gives us the following expression for < H >, where we take into account
that the < Wp2 > term counts P times, and the < Cpq > term counts P (P ; 1)
times.

< H >= n( Pn + 1 ; P1 ) +  (P ; 1)Pn(n ; 1) )
Next an expression for < H 2 > will be derived.
< H 2 >=<

X
pq

Wp2 Wq2 + 2

X

pom

Wp2 Cmo +

X

qrmo

Cqr Cmo >

(65)

(66)

or,

< H 2 >=<

X
pq

Wp2 Wq2 > +2 <

X
pom

Wp2 Cmo > + <

X
qrmo

Cqr Cmo >

(67)

The first term can be rewritten in two separate sums. We must distinguish the
possibilities p = q and p 6= q .

X
pq

Wp2 Wq2 =

X
p

Wp4 +

X
p6=q

Wp2 Wq2

(68)

Let's consider the case of p = q . Assuming k tasks on processor p we have

< Wp4 >=< k4 >=

X n k
4
k q (1 ; q)(n ; k)k
k

(69)

For a binomial distribution the kurtosis (4th moment)

< (k; < k >)4 >= (nq(1 ; q))2 (3 + 1 ;nq6(1q(1;;q)q) ) = m4
30

(70)

And thus,

< k4 >= m4 + 4 < k3 >< k > ;6 < k2 >< k >2 +3 < k >4

(71)

Furthermore the skewness (3rd moment) is given by

< (k; < k >)3 >= nq(1;q)(1;2q) =< k3 > ;3 < k >< k2 > +2 < k >3 = m3

(72)

or,

< k3 >= 3 < k >< k2 > ;2 < k >3 +m3
Finally we find, since < k >= nq and < k 2 >= nq (nq + 1 ; q ) that

(73)

;

n ;6 + 11 n ; 6 n2 + n3 + 12 P ; 18 n P + 6 n2 P ; 7 P 2 + 7 n P 2 + P 3
< Wp >=< k >=
P4
(74)
Next, consider p 6= q , that is < Wp2 Wq2 >=< k 2 l2 >.
4

4

In an analogous manner one arrives at:

< Wp Wq >=
2

2

;

(;1 + n) n 6 ; 5 n + n2 ; 4 P + 2 n P + P 2


(75)

P4

In case of the interference term
q 6= r and p = q 6= r.
For the first case we get:

< Wp2 Cqr >, we must consider the cases p 6=

;



 n 2 ; 3 n + n2 (;3 + n + P )
< Wp Cqr >=
P4
2

And for the second case :

;

 (;1 + n) n 6 ; 5 n + n2 ; 6 P + 3 n P + P 2
< Wq Cqr >=
P4
Finally, we are left with the < Cqr Cst > terms.
2

(76)


(77)

For this case we can distinguish the following (contributing) cases:
1.
2.
3.

q 6= s 6= r 6= t, leading to terms of the form < Cqr Cst >
q = s 6= r 6= t, leading to terms of the form < Cqr Cqt >
q = s 6= r = t, leading to terms of the form < Cqr Cqr >

Analogous to the method above the following expressions can be derived.

< Cqr Cqr >=

;

 (;1 + n) n 6  ; 5  n +  n2 ; 4  P + 2  n P + P 2
P4
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(78)



;



 2 n 2 ; 3 n + n2 (;3 + n + P )
(79)
P4
;

 2 n ;6 + 11 n ; 6 n2 + n3
< Cqr Cst >=
(80)
P4
Having available all the essential terms for < H 2 >, we can now write down
< Cqr Cqt >=

the full formula, taking into account the proper pre-factors:

< H 2 >= P < Wp2 > +
P (P ; 1) < Wp2 Wq2 > +
2(P (P ; 1)(P ; 2) < Wp2 Cqr > +
2P (P ; 1) < Wq2 Cqr >) +
2P (P ; 1) < Cqr Cqr > +
4P (P ; 1)(P ; 2) < Cqr Cqt > +
P (P ; 1)(P ; 2)(P ; 3) < Cqr Cst >

(81)

Filling out all terms and simplifying the expression we finally end up with the
following expression for the variance  2 :

< H 2 > ; < H >2 = 2 ( ; 1) (n ; 1) n (1P 2+  (P ; 1)) (P ; 1)

(82)

Note that, because of the appearance of  2 terms, Eq. 82 can only be used to
predict the variance of an ensemble of random graphs with fixed  . This is due
to the following fact
( deg(i))2 6= (deg(i))2
(83)

X

X

i

i

which states that the squared sum over the individual vertex degrees is generally not equal to the sum over the squared vertex degrees.
So in order to experimentally verify this result we must calculate the variance
over multiple graph instances. The  2 term is not present in the expression for
the average cost (Eq. 65), which implies that it is valid for a specific random
graph instance.
Then let's turn to < (H )2 ) >. We can express this as follows:

< (H )2 ) >= 4 (P P; 1) (< R2 > ;4 < lR > +2(< l2 > ; < kl >))

(84)

In the averaging procedure, we consider H for only those cases that one processor has (l + 1) tasks (so at least 1), and the processor that the transfer is to
has k tasks.
The following expressions for the individual terms can be derived:
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< R2 >= 2  (;P1 + n)
< lR >=  (;P1 + n)
< l2 >= (;1 + n) (P;22 + n + P )
< kl >= (;2 + nP) (2;1 + n)

(85)

which leads to

< (H )2 ) >= 8 (;1 +  ) (1P;2 n) (;1 + P )

(86)

And thus our one-step auto correlation:

0 )2 >
(1) = 1 ; < (H 2;H
= 1 + n (;1 +2 ;  P )
2

(87)

Applying Eq.(52) we find directly

= n2 (1 +  (P ; 1))

(88)

We see that for fixed  and P , is linearly proportional to the number of tasks
n. Note that we have assumed that P > 1 in our derivation, otherwise (1) is
not defined.
It is very important to observe that there are no dependencies of  2 in Eq. 86,
which implies that the variance in  (due to  2 ) does not get eliminated. Strictly
speaking this means that the derived formula for does not correctly predict
the correlation structure of the landscape for single task graph instances. However, the n=2 term is obviously present in Eq. 88, which corresponds to the correlation time 2 derived in section 3.1.4. In section 3.1.15 we shall see that this
is also the correlation length found experimentally.
3.1.7 Physics of Task Allocation
It can be shown that the Hamiltonian (energy function) of a spin glass is similar to the cost function of a well known NP-complete problem: graph bipartitioning [71]. The cost function of the graph bi-partitioning problem can
be considered as a special instance of that of the TAP. In analogy with spin
glasses and graph bi-partitioning the TAP Hamiltonian will be formulated.
Application and machine specific parameters are used to distinguish two different phases (a sequential- and a parallel allocation phase) in the spectrum of
optimal task allocations. The location of the separation between the two phases
as a function of the aforementioned parameters is determined by a mean field
argument. This location gives a rough estimate of the transition region.
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Many search methods have been shown to behave anomalytically for certain
critical parameters of the instance of combinatorial search problems [111] (critical slowing down). We speculate on the existence of such an anomaly (often
observable as a sudden increase in the search cost) in the spectrum of TAP instances.
3.1.8 Spin Glasses and Graph bi-partitioning
In the area of condensed matter physics, a canonical model to describe the
properties of a magnet is the Ising model. In d dimensions this is a regular
square lattice of atomic magnets, which may have spin up or spin down. Formally, we have n variables si , one for each individual magnet, where si can
take on values +1 or ;1. The Hamiltonian describing the magnetic energy
present in a specific configuration, without an external magnetic field, is given
by:

H=;

X
k>i

Jik si sk :

(89)

For the Ising spin model, the interaction strength Jik , is constant. However,
if the Jik 's are independent negative and non- negative random variables, we
obtain the spin glass Hamiltonian. The spin glass model exhibits frustration,
opposed to the (square-lattice) Ising model. This specific characteristic of the
Ising system causes only two ground states to be present in the Ising model (all
spins up, or all spins down) and many (highly degenerate) ground states for
the spin glass. While in the Ising model, each pair of aligned spins contributes
the same amount of energy, this is not true for a spin glass. Alignment with
one neighboring spin can result in an energetically unfavorable situation with
another neighbor.
A well known NP-complete problem, graph bi-partitioning, has a cost function
which is equivalent to the Hamiltonian of the spin glass model. We consider a
graph, a set of n vertices and E edges. A configuration is an equal partition of
the vertices. This can be expressed with the following constraint:

X
i

si = 0

(90)

where si = 1 if vertex i is in partition 0 and si = ;1 otherwise. The edges
can be encoded with a connectivity matrix Jik . Such that Jik = 1 if i and k
are connected and Jik = 0 if not. The Hamiltonian of a configuration can be
expressed as follows:

H=

X
i<k

Jik (1 ; si sk )=2:

P

(91)

Eq. 91 is equal to the spin glass Hamiltonian (Eq. 89), up to a constant value
of i<k Jik =2. The constraint (90) introduces frustration, otherwise the cost
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would be minimal for all vertices in one partition. In other words, without the
constraint we would have a simple Ising ferro-magnet.
For a detailed review of spin glass theory and graph bi-partitioning we refer to
the book by Mezard et al. [71].
3.1.9 Task Allocation Hamiltonian
In analogy with the models above we can rewrite the task allocation cost function (23) as follows:

H = (1 ;  )
(si sj ) =

n
X

 i>k

Jik (1 ; (si sk )) + 

1
0

if si = sj
otherwise

P
X
l

Wl2

(92)

The processor to which task i is allocated, is denoted by si 2 f1 : : : P g and P is
the number of processors. Jik is a contribution to the communication between
the host processors of tasks i and k , resulting from the connection between
these tasks. Wl the total calculation weight on processor l, following from the
individual workloads of all allocated tasks.
Note that we have introduced a parameter  into the Hamiltonian. This  parameter can be varied in the range 0 1], in order to tune the amount of
“frustration” between the calculation and the communication terms. Variations of  can be interpreted either as variation in an application's calculationcommunication ratio or a machine's processor speed - bandwidth ratio [26].
The connection probability  in a random graph, can be considered as a dual
parameter for  .  can be increased in the range 0 1], which is equivalent to
augmenting the average communication load, which can also be realized by
decreasing  .
3.1.10 The TAP Phase Transition
Although the task allocation problem is NP-hard [8], the two extremes,  = 0
and  = 1 are easy to solve. For  = 0, the only relevant term in the Hamiltonian is an attracting communication term, which will cause all connected tasks
to be allocated to one processor. For this extreme, the number of optima is
exactly P . The corresponding lowest energy state will have value zero. This
situation corresponds to a parallel machine with infinitely fast processors.
For  = 1 there is only a repulsive workload term, which will force that the
variance in the workload distribution is minimized. This results in an equal
partitioning of the total workload over all available processors. It can easily be
shown that the total number of optima in this case equals:

P
Y
k=1

n
k(n=P )
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=

n! :
(n=P )!P

(93)

It is assumed that the n tasks have unit weight and that n=P is integer. The
corresponding optimal cost value obviously will be n2 =P .
In the case of  = 0 the P optima are maximally distant in terms of the defined
distance metric (see section 3.1.3). The P -ary inversion operation (analogous
to spin-flipping in spin glass theory) and arbitrary permutations applied to
a given optimal configuration leave the value of the Hamiltonian invariant.
Note that, in this case, the TAP landscape is highly symmetrical. The entire
landscape consists of P identical sub-landscapes. Each sub-landscape has only
one optimum, which is automatically the global optimum.
In case of  = 1, the optima are relatively close to one another. Again, we can
distinguish two types of operations that leave the value of the Hamiltonian invariant. The first type is trivial, that is, permutation of tasks allocated to the
same processor, since this corresponds to the same point in phase space. The
second type may change the point in phase space. Examples of such operations
are rotation of the sequence and permutation of two arbitrary tasks.
From the perspective of parallel computing it is most ideal when all processors
are engaged in a computation. However, the employment of all available processors does not always correspond to the optimal solution due to the communication overhead. Both machine and application specific parameters, which
can be summarized as the ratio between the communication and calculation
time, determine this optimal value.
We can observe a transition from sequential to parallel allocation when  is
increased from 0 to 1 (or equivalently, if  is decreased from 1 to 0). In order to
quantify this transition we have to define an order parameter, which is a measure
for the degree of parallelism present in an optimal allocation.
We assume that all tasks and connection weights are unity and define the order
parameter P , quantifying the parallelism in a given optimal allocation:
2
2
2
P = 1 ; (< W n>2 (;P <; W1) > )P :
(94)
where W is the time spent in calculation and n2 (P ; 1)=P 2 is the maximal pos-

sible variance in W . Eq. 94 takes the value 1 in the case of optimal parallelism
( = 1 or  = 0) and the value 0 ( = 0 or  = 1) in the case of a sequential
allocation.
Using Eq. 95 which expresses the average cost, which was derived in section 3.1.3, we can calculate whether the average cost will either increase or
decrease by using more processors for an allocation. Note that  has been included into Eq. 65. We expect that the transition from sequential to parallel
allocation will approximately occur for those values of  and  for which the
average cost will change from a monotonically decreasing function to a monotonically increasing function of P .

< H >= n( Pn + 1 ; P1 ) + (1 ;  ) (P ; 1)Pn(n ; 1) :
(95)
We use Eq. 95 to predict for which values of  and  the transition will occur ap-

proximately. In Fig. 8 an example of this transition is depicted, for a task graph
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with  = 0:2, n = 60. The transition point as predicted will approximately occur for the following values of  and  keeping one of the two variables fixed
with the additional constraint that @<H>
@P = 0.

c = 1 + 
c = 1 ; 

(96)
(97)

We interpret c and c as the “critical” values of  and  in analogy with e.g. the
critical temperature Tc in thermal phase transitions or percolation threshold pc
in percolation problems. Note that in Fig. 8 there is a point where the average
value of the Hamiltonian is independent of  (approximately at P = 7). This
is due to the fact that Eq. 95 contains  independent terms and therefore the 
dependent terms can be eliminated for certain values of P , given fixed n and
.
3.1.11 Experimental Methods
In this section several experimental methods that will be used in our study
are introduced. Firstly, SA which is used to find sub-optimal solutions to the
TAP. Secondly, a method is presented to quantify the computational search
cost. Thirdly, we will briefly discuss an experimental method to determine the
correlation length of the phase space of a TAP instance.
3.1.12 Simulated Annealing For Optima Search
In simulated physical systems, configurations at thermal equilibrium can be
sampled using the Metropolis algorithm [70]. The determination of the loca37

tion of the critical temperature, can be established by sampling at fixed temperatures over some temperature range.
In the case of task allocation we are not interested in finding equilibria, but
optimal configurations. For this purpose, exhaustive search is the only correct
method that can be used for finding global optima. Unfortunately, this can
be very inefficient and in worst case requires exponentially large search times.
Therefore another more effective search method has to be selected.
In previous work [18][94], we have applied a Parallel Cellular Genetic Algorithm (PCGA) to find optimal solutions to the TAP in a parallel finite element
application. Another possibility is using SA. The usefulness of SA on the TAP
depends on the shape of the phase space. In section 3.1.3 we argued that the
landscape has a self-similar structure, which is an indication of good performance of local heuristic search techniques. Indeed we have found that SA, was
superior to GA, both in efficiency and quality of the solution. Therefore SA is
applied to find the (sub) optimal solutions.
3.1.13 Search Cost Estimation
In comparable (NP-hard) problems the computational cost of determining the
(optimal) solutions shows a dependence on problem specific parameters [112][42][12].
For example, in the case of graph coloring it has been observed that the “difficulty” of determining if a graph can be be colored, increases abruptly when
the average connectivity in the graph is gradually increased to some critical
value [111].
Another example of a system where computational cost is affected by such parameters is that of a physical system where a thermal phase transition occurs
(like the Ising model). The difficulty of finding the equilibrium value increases
when the critical point is approached, and theoretically (in the thermodynamic
limit) will become infinite at the critical point. This is generally referred to as
critical slowing down.
In analogy with this behavior we expect that in the task allocation problem
comparable phenomena can be found in a critical region of the  and  -domain.
For both  extremes the optima are known in advance. The difficulty to find
these optima is therefore reduced to order unity. If the calculation and the
communication term in the Hamiltonian (92) are of comparable magnitude we
can say that the system is in a critical (or frustrated) area. Moving away from
this critical region one term becomes small noise for the other.
We are interested in a method for obtaining an estimate of the computational
cost (difficulty) of finding optima for given problem parameters. In order to
quantify the search cost, we measure the number of local optima, in which
independent steepest descent runs get stuck. A specific search space is considered to be “simple” if it contains a relatively small number of local optima. On
the other hand, if the number of local optima is large the corresponding search
space is classified as “difficult”. The distinction between local optima is based
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on the cost of the corresponding task allocations. That is two allocations i and
j (that are local optima) are called distinct if:

H (i) 6= H (j )

(98)

In the experiments below, the number of steepest descent runs is taken to be
10n, with n the number of tasks.
3.1.14 Measuring Phase Space Structure
The structure of the TAP phase space is characterized using the auto-correlation
function (99) of a random walk.

(d) =

< H (A)H (B ) >d(AB)=d ; < H >2
2

(99)

where d(A B ) is the “distance” between two configurations A and B as introduced in section 3.1.3. The value for for the task allocation phase space can
be directly determined from (1).
3.1.15 Experimental Results
In this section experimental results regarding the statistical quantities, correlation length, phase transition and search cost for the TAP are presented.
First a number of experiments, conducted to verify the analytical results derived in section 3.1.3 are given. It is established that the TAP landscape is
AR(1), which supports the argument for using SA in the subsequent experiments for finding optimal allocations.
The occurrence of the phase transition for several parameter values is observed
in the corresponding experiments. Complementary to the phase transition is
the divergence of the computational cost, which is also shown to manifest itself.
3.1.16 Statistical Quantities and Correlation Length
In for example the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) [103] statistical quantities
of the landscape of random TSP instances can be obtained by random walk
averaging. This is not possible for TAP. Only for both connectivity extrema,
 = 0:0 and  = 1:0, the random walk is self averaging, which means that
the ensemble average can be obtained by a random walk. For other values
of  each instance of a random graph differs in connectivity from the other,
which implies that statistical quantities can only be estimated by averaging
over multiple instances of random graphs.
The determination of the auto-correlation functions is obtained using a specific
instance of the TAP with fixed  , n and P . We can not use the derived formula
for the variance to predict the variance of a single TAP instance, this is due to
the presence of  2 terms in the expression for  2 (see Eq. 82). Such terms are
not present in the formulae for < H > (Eq. 65) and < (H 2 ) > (Eq. 86).
In all figures error bars are displayed, if applicable.
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In this section we experimentally verify the derived expressions (Eqs. 65 and
81) for the expected cost and expected squared cost. Furthermore the equation
for < (H )2 ) > (Eq. 86) is experimentally verified. We have carried out experiments with variable number of processors (P ), connectivity ( ) and number
of tasks (n). For each variable parameter the other two parameters were kept
fixed (n = 60,  = 0:1 and P = 4). The results are shown in Figs. 9-17.
3.1.18 Analytical and Measured
In this section the correlation length is experimentally determined. For these
experiments random walks through the TAP landscape with approximate lengths
of 105 steps were generated. Subsequently, the autocorrelation functions using
the values encountered were calculated.
In Fig. 18 two measured and predicted correlation functions are displayed.
In the first experiment we have used 100 tasks, 8 processors and a connection
probability of 0. In the second experiment a TAP instance with a non-zero
connection probability ( = 0:5), n = 64 and P = 4 was used.
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3.1.19 Phase Transitions and Computational Search Cost
Several experiments are performed to demonstrate the existence of a phase
transition, and the location of the transition as predicted by Eq. 96 is checked.
The experiments to which the depicted data corresponds were carried out with
n = 64 and P = 8. In Fig. 19,  is varied in the range 0 1] and  is fixed at
two different values (0.2 and 0.4). In Fig. 20 the dual experiment is performed,
now  is varied in the range 0 1] and  is fixed at the value 0.25. The results
presented are comparable with those found for arbitrary parameter values. The
mean field transition points are plotted as vertical lines.
In Figs. 21 and 22 the divergence of the search cost near the transition point
can be observed. The method described in section 3.1.13 is used to quantify
the cost. In Fig. 21, n = 32 and P = 4 and  is fixed to 0:5. An increase in the
number of local optima is found around the location of the phase transition.
Another example is shown in Fig. 22, where n = 64, P = 8 and  is fixed to
0.2. Again the computational cost increases in the neighborhood of the phase
transition.
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3.1.20 Summary and Discussion
In analogy with graph bi-partitioning and spin-glass theory we have constructed
a cost function that expresses task allocation quality into a Hamiltonian form.
It has been argued that the TAP is an example of so called frustrated systems,
and as such is expected to show typical complex behavior. The competition
between the calculation and communication terms in the Hamiltonian is the
source of frustration. In order to facilitate our study on frustration in the TAP
a control parameter  was introduced into the Hamiltonian. The  parameter
can be considered as a dual parameter for the degree of connectivity between
tasks in the task graph. In the case of random task graphs  is the connection probability between vertices (or tasks). The  parameter has an important
interpretation in terms of high performance computing terminology. It either
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expresses an application's calculation-communication ratio or a machine's processor speed-bandwidth ratio.
In order to select a suitable method to find optima several aspects of the TAP
phase space were investigated. Firstly, some basic characteristics like the size
of the TAP phase space and its diameter were given. Secondly, the concept
of AR(1) landscapes was discussed and the performance of SA on landscapes
that exhibit such structure. We have derived the correlation length of a random
walk trough the TAP phase space. First we derived analytical expressions for
the relaxation functions on random walks through the TAP landscape. It was
shown that the correlation length of the phase space corresponds to one of the
two relaxation times ( 2 ) found in this expression (Eq. 44). Secondly, a formal
expression for both the variance of the cost and the squared difference in the
cost between two subsequent allocations was derived.
The number of global optima for the extreme values of  in the Hamiltonian
was discussed, as well as the invariance properties of the Hamiltonian in these
cases. An order parameter P , was introduced to quantify a degree of parallelism. Using an expression for the average value of the Hamiltonian (or cost)
a rough measure was given for the location of the transition region where the
optimal solution changes from sequential to parallel allocation.
Next, the observation was made that comparable systems show divergent behavior in the computational cost that is associated with finding optimal values
in a critical region, e.g. near a phase transition. It was argued that the transition of sequential to parallel allocation, induced by varying  or  , is expected
to give rise to analogous critical behavior for the search cost in the TAP.
3.1.21 Statistical Quantities and Correlation Length
From Figs. 9-17 it is clear that the analytical formulae predict the corresponding
average quantities to a high degree of accuracy. The specific choice of param-
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eters does not influence the accuracy of the experiments. In other words, the
specific problem instances for which the data are shown are indicative for the
correctness of the derived expressions.
We only have an expression for the variance over an ensemble of random
graphs with a fixed value of  . This can not be used to predict the correlation
length ( ) of the autocorrelation function for a random graph instance. Therefore, we can not derive an exact expression for the one step auto-correlation
function. However the correlation time 2 , found in Eq. 44 corresponds to the
correlation length that is found experimentally. Empirically, it can be shown
that the variance of H over a random graph instance is approximately described by the following equation:

< H 2 > ; < H >2 = 2 ( ; 1) (n P;21) n (P ; 1)

(100)

Eq. 100 correctly predicts the variance for a single random graph instance (data
not shown). Using this equation (100) and Eq. 86 we do find the correct prediction of :

(1) = 1 ; n2 ! = n2
(101)
The corresponding correlation length = n=2 indicates that the TAP landscape
is smooth in comparison with that of graph bi-partitioning ( = n=4). The
correlation length is strongly related to the chosen perturbation mechanism.
Increasing correlation length indicates a phase space that is smoother and easier to search. The fact that the search process benefits from larger correlation
lengths, has been established in [104].
3.1.22 Phase Transitions and Computational Search Cost
As shown in Figs. 19 and 20, the approximate location of the phase transition
that is induced by variation of  or  can be predicted by a simple mean field
argument (A practical consequence of this observation is, that given real application and machine parameters this can provide an estimate of the “usefulness” of parallel computation of the problem at hand).
In Figs. 21 and 22 it is shown that the presence of a phase transition is accompanied by the anomalous behavior of the search cost. This behavior is analogous to that observed in comparable combinatorial optimization problems as
argued above.
3.1.23 Concluding Remarks and Future Work
It has been shown that the landscape of the TAP can be classified as an AR(1)
landscape. Given the fact that the correlation length is n=2 for the defined
cost function and neighborhood structure, the TAP is an easier problem to
solve using local search methods than e.g. graph bi-partitioning. In other
work [103], it has been shown that both the landscape of spin-glasses and
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graph bi-partitioning have a correlation length of n=4, which makes those landscapes less smooth than that of the TAP.
The results presented in this section show that the task allocation problem exhibits a variety of interesting properties. For specific parameter sets the task
allocation problem exists only in a small parameter range. Outside this range
the problem is trivial. The problem becomes complex in the range where the
calculation and communication terms are of comparable magnitude. The location of this complex region is marked by the presence of a transition from
sequential to parallel allocation. The different allocation regimes are summarized in Fig. 23. The sequential allocation region only contains optima where all
tasks are allocated to one processor. The semi-parallel allocation region can correspond to the following situation. Not all available processors are necessarily
used, due to the high competition with the communication cost. Also the locality in the task graph has its consequences for the allocation sequence. Tasks
that are connected to one another “desire” to be grouped on the same processor. The last region, parallel allocation, corresponds to the mode where the inter
task connectivity has become insignificant. This may either be due to a high
speed communication network or weakly connected task graph. In this case
optimal allocations can be realized using scattered decomposition.
In the near future we intend to investigate the effects of introducing locality in
both the task graph as well as the processor topology. Also, we will study the
critical behavior in more detail, by means of finite size scaling experiments [64].
Furthermore, our interest goes out to a thorough understanding of task allocation in dynamic and heterogeneous parallel applications and machines, in e.g.
cluster computing [79].
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3.2 An Abstract Cellular Genetic Algorithm for solving optimization problems
Many problems from the natural sciences can be considered as optimization
problems. One approach to solve these problems, is to use numerical methods,
another attractive approach is to use stochastic or natural solvers. Two typical
natural solvers are Simulated Annealing [52] and Genetic Algorithms [43]. A
fundamental problem is that both methods are difficult to parallelize to a level
of high scalability. Classical GAs use global knowledge for their selection process. There does not exist a spatial relation between the different individuals.
An essential problem in SA is that the method is inherently sequential. Our
approach to parallelize both methods is to introduce locality by using a mapping to a Cellular Automata. Examples in which a GA is mapped on a Cellular
Automata are given in [65], [36], and [107]. In the general case it is not possible
to map SA on a Cellular Automata. However locality can be imposed to SA
by applying a population based algorithm [35]. In simultaneous independent
searches [4] basically the same method is used without interactions.
In [1] a generic algorithm, the so-called Abstract Genetic Algorithm, for both
SA and GA was introduced. The AGA however was not designed to facilitate
parallelization. The purpose of this section is to describe an Abstract Cellular Genetic Algorithm suitable for parallelization. In this ACGA the locality is
introduced by mapping both GA and population based SA on a Cellular Automata. We will recognize a general framework of a VIP model, consisting of
“active” individuals (VIPs) with interactions constrained by the lattice topology. In this section we address the theoretical considerations and give some
preliminary results of a GA instance of the ACGA, implemented on a sequential machine.
3.2.1 The Abstract Cellular Genetic Algorithm: a Theoretical Framework
To avoid the use of global knowledge which is necessary in the Abstract Genetic Algorithm of [1] we introduce a local spatial neighborhood structure. In
[1] a neighborhood is assigned to the value of an individual, not to the location of an individual. The main idea behind the ACGA is to make an analogy
between the individual (or solution vector) and a cell in a Cellular Automata.
Each individual is assigned to a cell, which explicitly defines its neighborhood
structure. All communication is local, cells can only interact with their direct
neighbors, Consequently we can formulate the ACGA:
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Initialize
DO
FOR EACH cell in the population
DO IN PARALLEL
Choose a parent list (selection)
Recombine parent list (reproduction)
Mutate the offspring
Evaluate offspring
IF offspring meets some criterion (evaluation)
THEN
accept offspring
ELSE
leave the current individual in its place
ENDIF
ENDFOR
UNTIL some stop criterion
In order to define the ACGA in a formal way we are going to restrict the optimization problem to minimization problems. An object function f : S ! IR
over the finite search space S has to be minimized in this type of problem.
The ACGA can be studied in the framework of Probabilistic Cellular Automata[89].
The PCA is a special case of a Probabilistic Automata Network. In the next sequel we will call cells (or individuals) nodes, using the definitions of [89].
D EFINITION
Let V denote the set of nodes of an undirected graph G = (V E ). Each node
v 2 V is called an automaton with a state sv 2 S . The system state space is
(x)
called S = v2V S . Each s 2 S denotes a system state. The neighborhood Nv
of node v is determined by the neighborhood structure N s  ZZ , which is a
finite set of offsets:

S

Nv(x) = v + N s = fv + a : a 2 N s g

All automata possess the same well-defined transition matrix P , that gathers
the probabilities that a state i transitions to a state j , 8i j 2 S . The new system
state s(t + 1) at step t + 1 depends on the previous system state s(t) and the
transition matrix P :

s(t + 1) = g(s(t) P )
where g (:) symbolizes the synchronous updaterule.
termined by the tuple (V S0 N s P s(0)).

A PCA is completely de-

We already mentioned the phrase spatial neighborhood to denote the neigh(x)
borhood Nv we defined above. Let us call the other neighborhood structure
that is used to find the new state sv in the next time step the temporal neighborhood:
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N (t) : S ! S
(t)
A neighborhood associated with an sv 2 S is denoted by Ns .
L denotes the set of all finite lists of elements in S . A parent-list pv 2 P associated with a node v is a list of individuals capable of producing new elements.
Following [1], we introduce the sets A B C and three parameters  2 A  2
B  2 C that are chosen by random drawings.
(x)
A selection function fsv : A  Nv ! P is used to choose a parent list from a
(x)
neighborhood Nv such that:

8 2 A8x 2 Nv(x) 8y 2 fsv ( x) : y  x
A reproduction function is used to produce new individuals from the parent
list: frv : B  L ! L, such that the updated node is from the neighborhood:

8 2 B 8x 2 L : frv ( x)  s2x Ns(t)

A evaluation function is used to choose the final instantiation of the node v
that is to be updated, from the parent list L extended with the newly produced
individuals L0 : fev : C  (L  L0 ) ! S , such that:

8 2 C 8y 2 (L  L0) : fev ( y)  y
Using the defined functions the Abstract Cellular Genetic Algorithm can be
formally defined as follows:
Create an initial system state s 2 S .
DO
FOR EACH v 2 V DO IN PARALLEL
draw   and 

qv
yv
v0
v

= fsv ( Nv )
= frv ( qv )
= Nv  y v
= fev ( v0 )

S

ENDFOR

s =

v2V sv

UNTIL stop

3.2.2 Instance of the ACGA I: Cellular Genetic Algorithm
From the ACGA algorithm above a parallel C-GA with local selection can be
derived straightforward. Following the formal definition of the ACGA we can
specify the state-space and the spatial neighborhood:

N s = f;1 0 1gk (k 2 IN )
We need to specify the selection- (fsv ), recombination-, mutation- (frv ) and evaluation (fev ) operator.
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First the selection operator. A conventional GA uses a global fitness function
in order to select the parents. With a C-GA one parent is explicitly selected, the
current cell k , the other must be selected from the neighborhood with size r ,
using a local fitness function F . A cell is chosen as the second parent by picking
a uniformly distributed random number  2 0 1) if it satisfies the following
rule:

 < P F ((xx)k F) (x )
j
xj 2Nk
As a recombination operator we can take the unchanged GA-crossover operator. Also the GA-mutation operator can be used. Crossover between two cells
is done by taking a uniformly distributed random number  2 0 length(individual)]
as the splitting location. Mutation is done by “bit-flipping” every bit of an individual with a probability pm . Evaluation means calculating the fitness of the
new individual.
3.2.3 Instance of the ACGA II: Cellular Simulated Annealing
To introduce locality in the SA algorithm we use an alternative approach whereby
several configurations exist together on a n-dimensional grid. These configurations only know of the existence of other configurations in their direct neighborhood. This neighborhood is defined as a spatial structure on the grid. If
a new configuration has to be evaluated for acceptance not only the previous
configuration is taken into account, but also its neighborhood set. Rejection of a
new configuration can cause any of the configurations in a neighborhood set to
take over the current spatial grid location. A configuration is chosen according
to the Boltzmann tournament rule btr() [35]. Of course evaluation is done, after
the perturbation, by the Boltzmann rule. The conventional Boltzmann rule is
modified in order to incorporate selection in the evaluation of several configu(x)
rations. We define a neighborhood set Ni of configuration i, which includes
i itself and its spatial neighbors. The selected configuration from the neighbor(x)
(x)
hood Ni is given by btr(Ni ). The change of the energy of configuration i is
given by Ei . The energy of configuration i by F (i). A perturbed configuration i is generated by mutant(btr(Ni )). The Neighborhood Boltzmann Rule is
now defined as:

8
< P ( Ei T ) = exp  ;(F (mutant(btr(Ni(x) )));F (btr(Ni(x)))) 
T
: P ( Ei T ) = 1

if
if

Ei > 0
Ei  0

Unaccepted configurations are replaced by btr(Ni ). The difference with conventional SA is that instead of looking only to one configuration, several configurations are used to evaluate a newly generated configuration. Note that
by using an empty neighborhood structure N s , we obtain a C-SA based on
independent Markov Chain, i.e. without any interaction.
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Figure 24: Convergence of C-GA and stan- Figure 25: Convergence of C-GA and standard GA using function f4 from Eq. 102.
dard GA using function f5 from Eq. 103.
3.2.4 Experiments on the Convergence Behavior of C-GA
In order to compare the convergence behavior of C-GA to a standard GA [34]
with elitist strategy. It is known that standard GA algorithms are sensitive to
the shape of the search space. To reduce the influence of shape dependency
we used a “smooth” shaped function with one local minimum and a more
irregular shaped function with more local minima. In both algorithms we approximated optimal parameter settings.
As a test case we used de Jong's test functions [46]:

f4 (x) =

30
X

f5 (x) = 0:002 +

1

ixi 4 + Gauss(0 1) for ; 1:28  xi  1:28

25
X

1
for ; 65:536  xi  65:536
P
2
6
j =1 j + i=1 (xi ; aij )

(102)

(103)

The function f4 is a continuous, convex, unimodal, high-dimensional function
which contains some Gaussian noise. The search space consists of 25630 1072
solutions. The global minimum is at xi = 0:0 with f4 (xi ) = 0:0. The function
f5 is a continuous, non-convex, multi-modal function with 25 local minima.
The total search space consists of 1310722 16  109 alternative solutions. The
global minimum is f5 (xi ) = 1:0.
The results of a sequential implementation of a GA instance of ACGA are
shown in Figs. 24 and 25. The experiments were done on an Intel 80486 computer. The plotted lines in both figures are calculated by averaging the fitness
of the best individual in the population in 30 experiments. In both figures the
convergence of the standard GA (dotted line) is compared to the C-GA (solid
line).
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3.2.5 ACGA on a parallel architecture
In this section we have developed a generic formal description for a parallel SA
and a parallel GA by mapping them onto Cellular Automata. A formal model
allows a mathematical and empirical analysis of the underlying algorithms.
The convergence behavior of GA is still poorly understood. It is known that
convergence of different GA algorithms may deviate and that convergence is
also strongly influenced by the shape of the search space. GA and SA are attractive natural solvers for optimization problems but parallelization of these
algorithms is an important prerequisite. The first test results of a sequential
implementation show that when the parallel GA is compared to the standard
GA, a faster convergence is obtained, despite the use of different shaped search
spaces. These results show the validity of the model: it is possible to introduce
locality without loosing convergence speed, an optimum obtained even faster.
Experiments with C-SA are discussed in [93].
Future work includes the implementation the ACGA on a parallel architecture to fully exploit the parallel nature of the presented model and to test the
scalability of the model. The formal model will be crucial in proving asymptotic global convergence. For now empirical tests are necessary to determine
the finite time convergence behavior, which is the quantity that really matters
for practical purposes. We intend to use the Mapping Problem (see section 4.4)
as a major test case for the C-GA. We are especially interested in the performance/scalability of the algorithm using different ranges of locality.

4 Case studies
4.1 Diffusion Limited Aggregation
Many growth phenomena, for example the growth process of a bacteria colony,
viscous fingering, electric discharge patterns (see section 2.2.3) and growth
forms of electro deposits, can be simulated with one model: the Diffusion Limited Aggregation model [91]. At the heart of all these growth patterns there is
one Partial Differential Equation,

52c = 0

(104)

the Laplace equation, which describes the distribution of the concentration c ,
pressure, electric potential etc. in the environment of the growth pattern. First
we will discuss the numerical solver for such a system, then the natural solver
and finally parallelization aspects for the natural solver.
The numerical solver: Finite differencing
The Laplace equation can be solved numerically and a DLA cluster can be constructed using the nutrient distribution over the lattice. The cluster is initialized with a seed and the following boundary conditions are applied: c = 0 on
the cluster itself and c = 1 at the nutrient source, which in itself may be circular, linear etc. The probability p that a perimeter site (the sites indicated with
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an open circle in Fig. 26 with index k will be added to the DLA-cluster (black
circles in Fig. 26) is determined by

where ck

p(k 2  ! k 2 ) = P (ck()c )

=

j 2 j

(105)

concentration at position k

The sum in the denominator represents the sum of all local concentrations of
the possible growth candidates (the open circles in Fig. 26). The DLA cluster is
constructed using the following rules:
1: solve the Laplace equation (Eq. 104), using the boundary conditions.
2: new sites are added to the cluster are added to the cluster with probability p
(Eq. 105 ).
3: goto 1

Figure 26: First steps in the construction of the DLA-cluster. Sites which are part
of the cluster are visualized as black circles, sites which are possible candidates to be
added to the cluster in next iteration steps are indicated with open circles.
The Laplace equation can be solved, using the boundary conditions mentioned
above, by finite differencing and the successive over-relaxation method:

cnij+1 = !4 (cni;+11j + cnij+1;1 + cni+1j + cnij+1 ) + (1 ; !)cnij

(106)

In this method the new local nutrient concentration cnij+1 in the lattice, at a
site with lattice coordinates i j , is determined in an iterative procedure which
converges as soon as the difference between the new and old local nutrient
concentration is below a certain tolerance level. The ! in Eq. 106 is the over
relaxation parameter, which in general lies within the range 1  ! < 2. After
many construction steps this procedure results in a DLA-cluster as shown in
Fig. 27
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Figure 27: DLA-cluster generated using a circular source of nutrient
The natural solver: The random moving particle model
An alternative method to construct the DLA-cluster is a probabilistic cellular
automaton which resides on a square two-dimensional or three dimensional
lattice. The growth pattern can be constructed using the following Monte Carlo
approach: The first step in the construction is to occupy a lattice site with a
seed. After that, particles are released from a source which might be circular
shaped (using the seed as a center) at a large distance from the seed. The particle starts a random walk, the walk stops when the particle leaves the circle or
reaches a perimeter site of the seed and sticks. Then more random walkers are
released from the source and are allowed to walk until the distance with respect
to the cluster with occupied sites becomes too large or it reaches a perimeter
site, neighboring to one of the previous particles, and it sticks. When this procedure is repeated many times a similar irregular growth pattern as shown in
Fig. 27 is generated. It can be demonstrated that in this Monte Carlo method
the underlying Laplace equation is correctly solved [91].
The parallel implementation of Diffusion Limited Growth
Modeling and simulation of Diffusion Limited Growth, especially in the 3D
case, is computationally very expensive. The development of parallel growth
models, especially in the case of DLA is not straightforward (see also references [61] [63] ). The computationally most expensive step, step 1 solving the
Laplace equation, of the numerical solver can be done in parallel. In a parallel implementation of Eq. 106 using SOR, the update order of the lattice has
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to be taken into account. When the lattice site (i j ) is updated in the parallel
implementation and is located at the border of the processor (see Fig. 28 ), its
neighbors should be in the correct state (n or n +1). A parallel implementation,
with a correct update order, can be made using the checkerboard strategy [27].
In this method the sub-lattice on one processor is subdivided into four blocks.
In the parallel SOR update first all red regions are updated, followed by the
black regions. Step 2 in the numerical solver, adding sites with probability p is
an implicit sequential step.

Figure 28: Mapping of the lattice onto a grid of 4 x 4 processors, the shaded sites are
situated in a region where information from neighboring processors is required for the
update (after [27] ).
The attractive property of the random moving particle model is that it illustrates that the locality present in the model can be exploited in all steps of the
algorithm. Both solving the Laplace equation and growth of the cluster by the
addition of sites can be done in parallel. A major question is if such a parallel
version of random moving particle model mimics the same physics as its sequential version. In a forthcoming paper [95] we will discuss this question in
detail.
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4.2 Lattice Boltzmann solver for flow and diffusion phenomena
An alternative approach to model physical systems in fluids and gases, for
example complex flows, complex fluids, and reactive systems, are lattice gas
methods. The basic idea is illustrated in Fig. 29. The behavior of the fluid
surrounding the obstacles can be modeled as a continuum (Fig. 29A) using a
set of partial differential equations, as a molecular liquid (Fig. 29B) using a
Molecular Dynamics method, or alternatively using a discrete velocity (lattice)
gas.

Figure 29: Three different approaches to model the fluid surrounding the obstacles: the
fluid is modeled using a) a set of partial differential equations b) molecular dynamics
c) a lattice gas (after [56])
A very simple lattice gas method with which an incompressible fluid in 2D can
be modeled is the FHP Lattice Gas Automata (LGA) [31]. In this method the
fluid is represented by “particles” which can move from a lattice site to neighboring lattice site. The particles reside on a triangular lattice and are located
in the centers, the nodes, of the hexagons in the lattice. Each particle, or lattice
site, is connected with six neighbors and can move in a next time step to one
of these neighbors, or can be stationary. In the FHP model both time and velocities are discretized. Two successive time steps of the FHP model are shown
in Fig. 30. As soon as the particles are at the point to occupy the same node a
collision occurs. In order to obtain a physically correct model, in which mass
and momentum are conserved, collision rules have to be included. Updating
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Figure 30: Two successive time steps of the FHP model (after [31])

Figure 31: Collision rules applied in the FHP model (after [31])
of the lattice now involves a propagation step and collision handling. In Fig. 31
a simple version of the collision rules, used in the FHP model, is shown. Note
that in the FHP model both velocities and time are discretized. Many types of
boundary conditions can be relatively easy specified. For example the rigid noslip condition can be specified by setting the lattice sites which represent the
obstacle, to the state “stationary”. The lattice gas method is especially suitable
to determine flow patterns, for low velocities, about obstacles with a complex
geometry. An example of such an experiment is depicted in Fig. 32 where flow
about an irregular object is shown. The discreteness of the lattice gas approximation introduces noise into the results. In the computation of flow patterns
this discreteness artifact can be partially avoided by taking spatial averages for
the velocities. In practice the average velocity u in a 2D lattice gas model is
determined in clusters with a minimal size of 64  64 nodes [21]. The limited
range of velocities also restricts the allowed range of Reynolds numbers which
can be simulated with the lattice gas method.
Due to the large scale separations it is not necessary to use a model which includes the detailed mechanics of the molecules surrounding the obstacles. The
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fluid can be modeled with a lattice gas, the “particles” in the fluid are represented on a much higher magnitude scale than the actual molecules. It can
be demonstrated that lattice gas methods still include most features of a fully
molecular simulation, while it is order of magnitude faster in computation.
The lattice gas methods fill the gap between MD and PDE methods, the LGA
method is sometimes described as the “poor man's MD” [21].
4.2.1 Macroscopic equations
The flow of a time dependent incompressible fluid, a fluid with constant density as for example water under most conditions, can be described by the two
basic macroscopic equations from hydrodynamics:

r  (nu) = 0
(107)
@nu + n(u  r)u = ;rp + nr2 u
(108)
@t
where u is the velocity, n the particle density, t time, p the pressure, and  the
kinematic viscosity which will be assumed to be constant. The coefficient  is
usually constrained to have value 1 by Galilean invariance. For low velocities
it can be demonstrated that the FHP model approximates the Navier Stokes
Eq. 108 (see [31]):

@t (u) = ;(g()  u  r)u ; rp +  r2 u

(109)

where  is the average number of particles per cell and g () a function of this
density . The FHP model is not Galilean invariant: the parameter  in Eq. 108
does not equal to the value 1. In the FHP model there exists a velocity dependency of the density  : p = 21 (1 ; 12 u2 ). Regions with constant pressure p
and a high velocity p have a higher density  than regions with a lower velocity. This does not correspond to physical properties of an incompressible fluid
which should have constant density everywhere. For low velocities this velocity dependency of  does not have strong effects. When in Eq. 109 the time t,
the viscosity  , and the pressure p are scaled with the factor g () (t0 = g ()t,
 0 = =g()), the equation transforms into the Navier Stokes equation.

4.2.2 Lattice gases in 3D
There also exist 3D extensions of the FHP-model [30]. In the 3D extension,
the Face Centered hypercube (FCHC) geometry, the particles reside on a cubic
lattice (see Fig. 33) where each node is connected with 24 other nodes. Along
the dotted links between the nodes at most one particle can propagate, while
at the solid links up to two particles can propagate. In practice this FCHC
method suffers from several serious problems: to avoid discreteness effects by
spatial averaging an enormous lattice is required and the implementation of
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Figure 32: Flow pattern around an irregular shaped obstacle using the lattice gas
method
the collision operator ! (nj (x t)), due to large amount of possible collisions, is
troublesome [105].
Part of the problems of LGA in 3D can be overcome by using an alternative
lattice gas method based on the Lattice Boltzmann Equation (LBE). The difference with the LGA-method is that no longer individual particles are followed,
but the average values are used. In the LBE method the velocities are no longer
discrete, but represented in continuous space and the noise introduced by the
discreteness of the LGA method is removed. Furthermore the problem of the
velocity dependency of the density (Eq. 109) can be solved in the LBE method.

4.2.3 Theoretical background of the Lattice Boltzmann method
In the simulations a cubic lattice is used, where each node is connected with
18 other nodes. There are
p 6 links with the length of one lattice unit and 12
links with the length of 2 units. The mean populations of particles travel
simultaneously from one node to one of the 18 neighbors. The evolution of the
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Figure 33: Face Centered hypercube (FCHC). Along the dotted links between the nodes
at most one particle can propagate, while at the solid links up to two particles can
propagate.
lattice is described by the following dynamical rule:

ni (r + ci t + 1) = ni (r t) + i (r t)
i = 1 :: 18

(110)

where ni (r t) is the continuous velocity distribution function, which describes
the number of particles of particles at a node at position r, at time t and with
direction ci . The moments of the distribution function ni (r t):

X

=

j=

X
i

=

i

ni

(111)

ni ci = u

X
i

ni ci ci

correspond to the hydrodynamic fields mass density , momentum density
(u is the flow velocity at node r), and momentum flux .
A linearized collision operator
be constructed:

j

Lij about an appropriate equilibrium neq can

i (n) = i (neq ) +

X
j
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Lij (nj ; neqj )

(112)

where i (neq ) = 0 by definition, since the equilibrium is collision invariant
and where neq is the Maxwell Boltzmann distribution for a gas. The distribution function can be split into an equilibrium and a non-equilibrium part:

neq
ni = neq
i + ni

(113)

Similar to Eq. 111 the moments of the equilibrium distribution function neq
i are:
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=
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(114)

neq ci

i
eq
n ci ci = p1 + uu

where p is the pressure, the driving force of the system, and 1 is the unit vector. The particle collisions conserve mass and momentum but change the nonequilibrium part of the momentum flux:

neq =  + eq

(115)

By using properties as conservation of mass, momentum, and symmetry, it is
possible to construct a number of eigenvalue equations (see for a more detailed
account of the collision process [56]) for the moments of Lij :
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X
X
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i

Lij = 0

(116)

ci Lij = 0

ci ci Lij = cj cj



The first two equations conserve mass and momentum. The eigenvalue
related to the shear viscosity:

 = ; 16 (2= + 1)

is

(117)

One computational update of the lattice now involves a propagation step in
which ni 's travel from node r to node r + ci and a collision step in which the
post-collision distribution ni + i (n) is determined in the following three steps.
First at each node , j , and  are calculated and the equilibrium momentum
flux eq is determined. In the second step the momentum flux, including the
equilibrium and non-equilibrium part, can be updated using the moments of
the linearized collision operator in Eq. 116. In the third step, after the post collision momentum is computed, the post-collision distribution ni + i (n) can
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be calculated.
In simulations several types of boundary conditions can be used: at the borders
of the lattice periodic boundary conditions can be applied, while in the nodes
adjacent to the nodes representing the obstacle, solid boundary conditions can
be used. Periodic boundary conditions can be implemented by exchanging the
ni 's of the links at the borders of the lattice. Solid boundary conditions can be
represented by exchanging the ni 's between the adjacent node and a neighboring fluid node. In the boundary nodes, near the obstacle, it is also possible to
determine the force exerted by the fluid on the obstacle. Changes in this force
are used in the simulations to detect if the flow pattern around the obstacle
stabilizes and the lattice Boltzmann iteration converges.
After the lattice Boltzmann iteration a diffusion step can be applied where
populations of tracer particles are released from certain source nodes, while
the tracer particles are absorbed by sink nodes. The tracer particles can move
from a node at site r in the lattice to one of the 18 adjacent nodes r + ci , where
the ratio of viscous forces to Brownian forces, the Péclet number

Pe = D

(118)

determines if flow or diffusion dominates.

4.3 A comparison: Lattice Gases, Lattice Boltzmann method,
and PDE's
In the numerical solver the physical problem is modeled using partial differential equations, and then mapped onto a discrete model a finite differencing
scheme in which both time and space are discretised. This finite differencing
scheme falls within the formal definition of a cellular automaton and can be
indicated as a computational CA for an independently formulated model represented by partial differential equations [41]. This is a fundamental difference
with the lattice gas methods (LGA and LBE) where the problem is directly
modeled using a cellular automaton. By applying mass and momentum conserving rules in the CA, a lattice gas can be used as a model of hydrodynamical
phenomena. This difference has important consequences for the preservement
of the physical characteristics of the original problem.
The most ideal form to represent a hydrodynamical phenomenon would be a
MD model, within a MD model all physical properties remain preserved. In
the numerical solvers these physical properties are lost in the mapping of the
PDE's onto the computational CA. In the LGA method physical properties related to a many particle system, as for example particle correlations, remain
preserved. For this respect we can arrange the different methods from microscopic to macroscopic: MD, LGA, LBE, PDE. This arrangement starts with
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MD, where from a model on a microscopic level, the desired macroscopic information is derived. The PDE's represent the other extreme and are based
on a macroscopic model. The LGA and LBE method can be classified as intermediate models, where from a mesoscopic model the desired macroscopic
information is derived. In this sequence LBE should be arranged behind LGA,
since by the transformation of the particle system into a population - of - particles system, physical properties as particles correlations are lost. This makes
LBE less microscopic than LGA.
An important advantage of the lattice gas methods is that the computational
code is much simpler than the code required for most of the numerical solvers.
In lattice gas methods there are no problems with round off errors, which may
cause instabilities in the numerical solvers. Unfortunately the problem of instabilities re-occurs in the LBE method, since in the dynamical rule Eq. 110 continuous values are used. It is possible to conserve momentum and mass exactly
and the lattice gas methods do not suffer from slow converging iteration processes. For some problems, in which highly irregular geometries are involved
as for example flows through porous media, the LBE method is the only available solver. In [13] the LBE method is compared to a numerical method, the
spectral method, which is still considered a superior and efficient method for
hydrodynamical problems.
In many biological systems the distribution of chemical agents and nutrients,
caused by a combination of flow and diffusion, plays a fundamental role. An
example is morphogenesis where the external distribution of nutrients [32]
[47], as well as the internal distribution of morphogens [75] [69] by reactiondiffusion in the organism, can induce certain growth patterns. The Lattice
Boltzmann method is especially suitable for modeling diffusion and flow phenomena in biological systems with highly complex boundary conditions. The
Péclet number (the ratio of viscous forces to Brownian forces) and the Reynolds
number (the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces) can be varied independently [56],[48]. Because of the inherently parallel properties of the LBE method
it can be expected that with the development of massive parallel computers,
LBE will become a competitive solving technique [54], [49]. The fact that specification of boundary conditions with an irregular geometry is problematic in
the spectral methods will be another argument in favor of LBE.

4.4 FE - Applications Formalized by the VIP Model
4.4.1 The Finite Element Technique
The finite element method is a widely applied technique in all kinds of research
areas. An example of such a research area is structural mechanics. In that
case the elastic and deformation characteristics of a complex shaped object are
computed in their time evolution. One may think of calculating vibrational
properties of buildings or e.g. car crash simulations.
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The finite element method approximates the shape of a real-life object by a set
of discrete elements that are interconnected. The physical properties of these
individual elements are well understood. Simply said, the better the FE mesh
covers the object, the better numerical results can be expected.
The basic equation that describes time evolution of a linear elastic finite element system is the equation of motion (119).

M a + Cv + Kd = F
Where:

M=
C=
K=

Z
ZV
ZV
V

(119)

N T NdV

(120)

N T NdV

(121)

B T DBdV

(122)

a is the acceleration vector, v is the velocity vector d is the coordinate vector.
M is the so called mass matrix of the system, C describes the viscous properties
and K corresponds to the stiffness within the FE system. Furthermore F is the
external force vector acting on the system.
In the integrals we consider integration over the systems volume V , N describes the numerical approximation (linear, polynomial) of individual elements,  is density in the system,  is a friction coefficient, and finally B describes elastic-strain in the system.
4.4.2 FE as VIP
The FE mesh consist of a set of elements that have local interactions. The concept of the VIP model is well suited as a formalization of such an element mesh.
The granularity of general finite element meshes is very small. When parallelization is considered it is therefore not realistic to parallelize on the finest
grain level. A grain size has to be selected that better matches that offered by
a parallel architecture. Therefore partitioning techniques that decompose the
original FE mesh into clusters of elements are necessary. The VIP formalization
can transparently be applied to the “element-clusters”, which are just finite elements, but on a hierarchically higher level. Special attributes to the elementclusters are the interaction size (or connectivity) and the volume. These parameters are essential when optimal usage by the parallel FE application of parallel
architectures is to be studied.
4.4.3 parallel architectures as VIP
A parallel architecture can also be described using a VIP formalization, in the
same manner as for the FE system. Now we have an interconnected set of
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Figure 34: A phase transition in the mapping process
processors. The processor-processor connections are analogous to the FE interconnectivity, while the processor power is analogous to the element-cluster
grain size or volume.
4.4.4 Mapping FE - Parallel architecture
In order enable a FE application to make optimal use of a given parallel machine one has to investigate how the general attributes of the FE-mesh (volume,
connectivity) and the general attributes of the processor topology (processing
power, connectivity) can be mapped on each other see also section 3.1. This
mapping problem is in general NP-hard, which means that we have to consider
solving an effectively intractable problem. No tractable solutions are known,
hence an approximation approach has to be used. Some of the best suited optimization techniques that can be used fall into the class of Natural Solvers,
e.g. genetic algorithms, neural networks. We have used a GA approach to map
the element-clusters of a given FE mesh onto arbitrary topologies[19][18]. Certain phenomena that are often observed in DCS, such as frustration, can also
be found in the process of mapping a FE element-cluster onto a parallel architecture. The optimization process is guided by a selection procedure which is
biased to an evaluation function. An example of such an evaluation function
is:

p ;1
p NX

C = (

n=0

W 2 (n)) + 12

NX
p ;1 NX
p ;1
n=0 m=0

C (n m)

where

W (n): Total time spent on calculation work on processor n
C (n m): B (n m)  M (n m) where
1
B (n m): bandwidth
of route between processor n and m.
M (n m): Number of bytes to be sent from processor n to m.
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(123)

The parameter  is used to indicate the importance of the workload relative
to the communication. Varying  results in different optimal mappings. Furthermore it can be observed that in general only 1 or all processors are used
in the mapping, there is only a small region in which a different number of
processors is used. Hence, we can interpret the number of processors as a kind
of order parameter in the mapping process, while  acts as the “temperature”
of the system. The convergence of the GA increases in the neighborhood of
this region, which indicates the presence of critical slowing down as observed
in second order phase transitions. The observed phase transition is between
a 1-processor mapping and an all-processor mapping. An example of such a
phase transition is given in figure 34, where a torus mesh is mapped onto a
fully connected processor topology. The phase transition indicates the onset
of a complex region in which correlation of length and time scales can occur,
because the competition between the work load optimization and communication minimization is very strong. There are a lot of suboptimal solutions which
are very close to each other in terms of the cost value of Eq. 123. Note the resemblance of the complexity region at the phase transitions in the discussed
systems like Diffusion Limited Aggregation ( as the growth “temperature”)
and complex dynamics in Cellular Automata ( as activity parameter).

5 Conclusions and future work
In the previous sections we have demonstrated that several instances of natural
DCS can be captured with a natural solver. Diffusion Limited Aggregation can
be modeled with a multi-particle model, while flow and diffusion can be modeled with the Lattice Boltzmann solver. With the Lattice Boltzmann solver it is
even possible to model some phenomena (for example complex fluids and diffusion and flow phenomena in highly complex geometries, modeling flow and
diffusion by varying the Péclet and Reynolds number independently) which
cannot be modeled using a numerical solver. In both cases the particles in
the natural solver correspond to the particles in the VIP model, allowing for
a straightforward mapping onto the Parallel Virtual Machine model. In some
classes of natural solvers, as for example the genetic algorithms, it is necessary
to introduce locality in order to obtain an efficient mapping onto the Parallel
Virtual Machine model. In the case study on genetic Algorithms this locality
was introduced by applying a Cellular Automaton representation of the GA
as a VIP model. In some models of natural systems it is necessary to cluster
the VIPs hierarchically to obtain an efficient mapping of the application model
onto the machine model. By allowing to cluster the VIPs hierarchically it becomes possible to reduce the complexity of the problem , while the information
about the error that is introduced in this approximation is conserved. In the
section on the Finite Element models the VIPs (clusters of Finite Elements) are
allowed to cluster hierarchically. In this case-study it is also demonstrated the
necessity of a“Holistic” approach: to obtain an optimal mapping of the DCS of
the application model onto the machine model without loosing information in
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the mapping process, both knowledge of the solver and the machine architecture are required.
Within the Parallel Scientific Computing and Simulation Group research on
modeling and simulation of DCS on the application and machine level, is a
central theme. On the application level research is being carried out on modeling and simulation of DCS from physics and biology in case-studies, where
more insight in these systems can only be obtained through explicit simulation, as well on the theoretical framework of intractability and undecidability
of DCS. On the application level 5 projects within the Parallel Scientific Computing and Simulation Group are being done:
a) The FOM (Foundation of fundamental Research of matter) project “Crystallization on a sphere”, in which crystallization processes with spherical boundary conditions are studied [108] [109]. The VIP model in this study are particles
on a sphere, the particles are abstractions of phospholipids or other macromolecules in spherical vesicles.
b) Contribution to the Esprit project “CAMAS Computer Aided Migration of
Application Systems”. In this project research is done on the most efficient
mapping of Finite Element models on a Virtual parallel machine [19]. The VIP
model in this study consists of clusters of Finite Elements [19]
c) The biophysics project “Elastic Light Scattering” in which light-scattering
properties of white blood cells are studied. The VIP model model in this study
consists of dipoles which are large, abstract, clusters of molecular and atomic
dipols. [40]
d) The NWO (Dutch Science Foundation) project “Portable parallel simulation
of nucleation and growth” in which diffusion and flow limited growth processes are studied. The VIP model is the Lattice Boltzmann solver. [48]
e) The locally supported project “Dynamic Complex Systems” in which methods are developed for the formal description of a DCS and research is done on
intractability and undecidability of DCS [95]
On the virtual machine level research is done on the abstraction of the hardware model and the runtime support system. Four project are being carried on
this level:
a) The EC project “ParaSol” (contribution to the Esprit project “CAMAS Computer Aided Migration of Application Systems”) in which time complexity description and analysis methods for, existing, FORTRAN-code are developed.
Time complexity analysis is only possible through explicit simulation of the
behavior of clusters of instructions of FORTRAN-code, similar to simulations
of clusters of VIPs in the application model.
b) Externally supported project “Dynamic PVM” a project in which research is
being done on automatic load balancing using dynamic resource management
of parallel tasks in a job[20][79][78].
c) Locally supported project “Simulation of a DCS through discrete event simulation”. In this project parallel discrete event simulations are studied, using
the Time Warp paradigm to circumvent causality errors which can occur as a
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result of distributed generation of events [77].
d) Tools for developing parallel implementations of simulation models of DCS:
d1) Enhancement of communication kernels to support message passing computation (MPI, PVM).
d2) Automatic domain decomposition methods.
d3) MAP: tool for mapping a decomposed problem onto the machine.
In three forthcoming MPR-projects (Massive Parallel Computing projects funded
by the Dutch science foundation) “Parallel I/O and imaging”, “Portable parallel simulation of crystal nucleation and growth”, and “The discreteness-continuity
dichotomy in individual-based population dynamics using massively parallel
machines” we are planning to bring both lines of research together. In a number of case studies we intend to test our ideas, as presented in this report, on
modeling and simulation of DCS from nature.
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6 Appendix:
Computability in Dynamical Complex Systems
In this section we will review the concepts of Undecidability and Intractability
as used in formal machine models, in order to apply these concepts in real
systems, e.g. physical, biological. The underlying motivation is to integrate
our current knowledge of formal computation with the notion that physical
processes can be viewed as “computations”.

6.1 Undecidability and Intractability
6.1.1 Church-Turing Hypothesis
The intuitive notion of an algorithm can be formalized by a Turing Machine
(TM) (Alan Turing, 1912-1954). It is assumed that any way of formalizing an
algorithm is equivalent to formulating a Turing Machine. Formally the basic
model consists of a finite control, an input tape and a head that can be used for
reading or writing on that tape. A Turing Machine can execute an algorithm
defined by a string on the tape. The string is constructed from a finite alphabet.
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A TM can decide whether a given string is an element of a language. A language is here defined as a restricted set of strings. A Turing Machine can both
be used for deciding membership and for computing functions (basically the
two operations are identical). A language L(M ) that is accepted by a TM M , is
said to be recursively enumerable (r.e.). The class of r.e. languages includes some
languages L(M ) for which there does not exist an algorithm to determine the
membership of a string, i.e. we can not tell whether the machine M will eventually accept the string if we let it run long enough, or whether M will run
forever [44]. A subclass of the r.e. languages are the recursive sets, which are
those languages accepted by at least one TM that halts on all inputs.
We can also view a Turing Machine as a computer of functions from integers
to integers. Again we can identify two different classes. First, the so called
total recursive functions, which are those functions that are computed by Turing
Machines that halt on all inputs. For example all common arithmetic functions,
like multiplication, addition, etc, are total recursive functions. The analogon
of r.e. languages in the computation of functions are called partial recursive
functions, i.e. those functions that are computed by Turing Machines that may
or may not halt on a given input.
With this background information we can now define the Church-Turing Hypothesis, which states that the intuitive notion of an algorithm can be identified
with the class of partial recursive functions and consequently computed by a
Turing Machine.
Currently we cannot prove this hypothesis because of the informal notion of
“computable”. If we place no bound on the resources (time and storage),
the partial recursive functions are intuitively computable. It is difficult to tell
whether the class of partial recursive functions includes all ”computable” functions. Many other formalisms that have been presented, -calculus, Post systems, etc, but all are equal to the class of partial recursive functions[44].
6.1.2 Undecidability
In 1931 the logician Kurt Gödel discovered an incompleteness in a axiomatic
system of number theory. His theorem informally states that there are certain
statements about numbers that cannot be proved within the axiomatic formalism. Gödel's original proof of the incompleteness theorem is based on the paradox of the liar: ”This statement is false”. By changing this statement to: ”This
statement is unprovable”, he obtains a theorem instead of a paradox. If this
assertion is unprovable, than it is true and the formal system is incomplete. If
this assertion is provable, then it is false and the formal system is inconsistent.
The original proof of Gödel was based on a specific formalization of number
theory and was followed by a paper showing that the same methods applied
to a much broader class of formal axiomatic systems. At that time he could not
yet proof it for all axiomatic systems, due to the lack of a mathematical definition of an algorithm. After the definition of the Turing Machine it became
possible to proceed in a more general fashion. In turn Turing showed that there
is no algorithm for deciding whether or not a program ever halts, i.e. the halt68

ing problem is unsolvable. One can derive Gödel's theorem from the halting
problem[11]
Using a technique called diagonalisation it is possible to construct a language
that is not accepted by any Turing Machine [44]. In this technique an undecidable language is constructed that is not in the list of all systematically enumerated languages. Hence non-computable languages do exist.
It is a fact that any nontrivial property of r.e. languages are undecidable. The
latter fact is known as Rice's theorem [44] and it actually states that virtually
any question about the set H of sequences on which a Turing Machine will
eventually halt is undecidable. These questions include questions whether H
is empty, finite, regular, context free, etc.
Using Rice's theorem, we already make the observation that if we observe a
physical phenomenon that is able to mimic a universal TM then most physical
questions concerning idealized limits of infinity require arbitrary long computations and so be formally undecidable. Shortly, we will return to this observation. First, we will address another unpleasant property namely that some
problems are so “complex”, that it takes exponential time to solve them.
6.1.3 Intractability
Computational complexity describes the amount of time, space or other resources needed to accept a language or to solve a problem.
The space complexity S (n) denotes the maximum number of cells that a TM
M will scan for an input of length n. The language recognized by M is said to
be of space complexity S (n).
The time complexity T (n) denotes the maximum number of moves that M will
make for every input word of length n. M is said to be of time complexity T (n).
In the time complexity regime we define two classes: P and NP. The class P is
informally defined as the class of those languages for which there is a polynomial time deterministic TM. The Class NP is informally defined as the class of
those languages for which there is a polynomial time non-deterministic TM.
Furthermore, a language or a problem belongs to NP if and only if a given
string or solution can be checked or verified in polynomial deterministic time,
see also[10]. We can now define an NP-complete problem L` 2 NP as a problem
to which every other problem L 2 NP can be polynomially reduced. A problem
L can be polynomially reduced to another problem L` if there exists 0a polynomial time transformation from an instance in L to an instance in L . Next
we have to find the first NP-complete problem. Therefore we can not use the
above mentioned approach, simply because we do not have a known problem
to transform to. A common trick to prove C ; completeness is just to mimic a
specific machine that accepts an arbitrary language L 2 C , where C stands for
a specific complexity class, i.e. P or NP. This is also the approach that can be
used in deciding completeness results for certain physical phenomena. Thus in
order to prove NP-completeness for our first language, we must show that this
language is able to mimic the computation of an arbitrary language in NP on a
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non-deterministic TM in polynomial time. The first problem for which this was
done is the so-called Satisfiability citeBovet94[33]. In short, to show that every
language in NP is reducible to Satisfiability, for each non-deterministic TM M
that is time bounded by a polynomial p(n), construct a polynomial-time algorithm that takes as input a string x and produces a Boolean formula Ex , which
is true if and only if M accepts x.
Another important class of languages are called NP-hard. A language L is
called NP-hard if all problems in NP can be reduced to it, but L is not necessarily in NP.
In the space complexity regime we can define the classes PSPACE and NPSPACE.
The class PSPACE is informally defined as the class of those languages that are
accepted by a polynomial space bounded deterministic TM that halts on all
inputs. NPSPACE is defined as PSPACE, but now for non-deterministic TM's.
As opposed to the time complexity classes P and NP, it is possible to proof
[44][33] that PSPACE = NPSPACE. Hence deterministic polynomial space is
as powerful as non-deterministic polynomial space. We can now define the
class of PSPACE-complete problems: a language L` is PSPACE-complete, if
L` 2 PSPACE and for all L 2 PSPACE, L can be polynomially reduced to L`.
It follows that if L is PSPACE-complete, then L 2 P if and only if P = PSPACE
and L 2 NP if and only if NP = PSPACE. Note that we could have P = NP
even if P 6= PSPACE, indicating that if a problem is PSPACE-complete, it is an
even stronger indication that it is intractable, than if it where NP-complete [33].
Note that every known NP-complete problem is also in PSPACE. In order to
proof that a problem L` is PSPACE-complete we can either use the reducibility
technique to a known PSPACE-complete problem, or we must proof that every
language L 2 PSPACE is polynomial-time reducible to L` . In short we must
proof that an arbitrary polynomial-space bounded TM M can be simulated by
L` in polynomial time. Note that all problems solvable in polynomial time can
be solved in polynomial space. Or in other words, L` must be able to simulate a universal polynomial-space bounded TM, i.e. a TM which can compute
every polynomial-space bounded function. The first problem that was proven
PSPACE-complete is called Quantified Boolean Formulas (QBF)[33].
Analogous to the NP-hard problems, we can define a PSPACE-hard problem L
as a problem to which every other problem in PSPACE can be reduced, but L
is not necessarily in PSPACE.

6.2 Difficulty of Predicting Behavior in Complex Systems
Physical processes can be viewed as computations[114], where the difficulty
of answering questions about these processes is equivalent to performing the
corresponding computations. In principle the behavior of many complex system can be calculated by explicit simulation. However, the theoretical sciences
are concerned with devising shorter calculations to reproduce the outcome of
such systems. Assume a class of systems that can indeed be predicted by using a formula describing its future state. Then essentially, this means that the
calculations performed by using the formula must be more sophisticated than
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the calculations performed by the physical system itself. This implies that the
formal system must be more powerful than the corresponding physical system. However, for some physical systems able to perform calculations that are
as powerful as those performed by a Universal Turing Machine, no shortcuts
are possible. Some physical processes behave chaotic[17] and therefore can not
be viewed as computations. Here we are confronted with a kind of unpredictability: it is not possible to predict the future accurately, just because slight
discrepancies in the initial configuration will grow exponentially in time[22].
This implies that, to accurately predict the system t steps in the future, we
need approximately t digits in the specification of the initial configuration. So,
the amount of information needed to predict the future grows exponentially
with time. In a phase diagram of a complex system it is possible to distinguish
basins of attraction. Initial trajectories in a phase space can eventually become
periodic, fixed, chaotic or disappear to infinity.
A trivial example of a physical process that can be viewed as a computation, is
the logic performed by a general purpose computer. There is no way of finding
a general procedure for predicting future states. If no general predictive procedure is possible this computation is called computationally irreducible [114].
Using computation- and complexity theory it can be shown that such systems
have a stronger kind of unpredictability than chaotical systems[114][74]. We
can reformulate this notion in a particular physical version of the ChurchTuring Hypothesis:
“Universal computers are as powerful in their computational capabilities as
any physically realizable system can be, so that they can simulate any physical system”
[114]. If this hypothesis is true, no physical system can shortcut a computationally irreducible process. In this case simulation is the only way out. A system
with bounded storage capacity that solves PSPACE-complete problems can be
called universal. Formally, only systems having infinite memory capacity that
can accept any r.e. language can be called universal, but this is not physically
realizable. The question is whether we can find any physical system, other
than an artificial computer, that is capable of universal computation. It is assumed that there are many of such systems[83][114][74]. A complex dynamical
system, which can simulate any universal computation, is PSPACE-complete.
The question whether a given initial state x will ever reach a particular set A
is equal to the question whether a Universal Turing Machine ever halts for a
given initial input. Even if x is known exactly, its basin of attraction is not a
recursive set, i.e. there is no algorithm to test whether or not a point is in it[74].
Even in structurally very simple computational systems, very complex behavior can emerge, such that questions about their long time behavior are formally
undecidable. In previous sections we came across a DCS with very simple microscopic interaction rules, which is able to display complex behavior, namely
Cellular Automata.
Summarizing so far, we can can say that a dynamic complex system is formally intractable if it can simulate any polynomial space bounded TM and
thus questions regarding its behavior can be PSPACE-complete. In addition it
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is possible that some systems can simulate any polynomial time bounded nondeterministic Turing Machine. Imagine for example a system in which certain
questions about it can be non-deterministically guessed and checked in polynomial time. Questions regarding such systems can be called NP-complete.
The last, and most difficult type of behavior, is displayed by those systems
which are capable of imitating any Turing Machine, with no resource bounds.
Answering questions about these kind of systems can be formally undecidable,
we can simulate for ever, without being certain of its behavior. Note that only
systems having a continuum of states are potentially Turing universal, while in
deterministic systems having a finite number of states, the limited precision will
cause that after some period, the system will return exactly to some previous
state.

6.3 Simulation, Parallelism and P-completeness

COMPUTABLE
PSPACE
NP
P

COM-c

P-c
NP-c

PSPACE-c

Figure 35: The space of problem complexities
We have indicated the hardness of certain kind of problems and are confronted
with situations where it is fundamentally impossible to find shortcuts for solving problems, or even worse, solving those problems can be computationally
intractable. In the previous section we already considered the subject of simulation. In this section we want to discuss this subject in more detail. How can
we position simulation in the world of computation theory? For now let us
define a system as some dynamical entity which evolves through “time”. We
already observed that a complex system can be called irreducible whenever
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the system is capable of mimicking a Universal TM. Problems regarding the
system's ultimate fate are often computationally intractable. Irreducibility implies a simulation approach since every computational step must be explicitly
simulated; we can also state that the system suffers from history dependence.
In other words we want to solve the problem in what state a system will be
after “running” for t time steps. It is essential to know whether the simulation
of those systems can be accelerated using multiple processors. Computational
complexity theory offers different formal models for parallel computers, e.g.
P-RAM and uniform circuit families[10]. A separate complexity class has been
defined for problems that admit efficient parallelization[10]. The definition is as
follows: Let  be a problem of sequential time complexity O(N k ),  is in NC
if and only if there exists a parallel algorithm which can solve the problem is
poly-logarithmic time, O(log k N ), using only a O(N k ) processors. The class
of P-complete problems now contains those problems which are “hardest” to
solve in parallel, i.e. for which no efficient parallel algorithm exists (unless NC
= P). A well known P-complete problem is the Circuit Value Problem (CVP).
The problem is to compute the truth value of a so called Boolean circuit, which
consists of a hierarchical connected topology of boolean gates, given an input
string. Another interesting P-complete problem is Generic Machine Simulation (GSM): Given an input x, an encoding of a TM T , and an integer t coded
in unary, decide whether T accepts x within t steps. The P-completeness result of GSM implies that the simulation of any system that is able to perform
arbitrary computations is a P-complete problem.
As an example consider an N -body system consisting of a set of interacting
particles. A question could be: “Will a particular particle ever reach a certain
part of the embedding space?”. It can be shown that this problem is actually PSPACE-hard, hence the solution will not be found by a “fast” procedure
(see section 2.2.2). As a consequence we call the system of interacting particles
irreducible and the corresponding problem intractable. The natural system can
perform “computations” that are as powerful as those performed by universal
computers requiring polynomial space. This irreducibility result implies that
the simulation problem itself, i.e. the state of the system t time steps away, is a
P-complete problem.
Hence, according to our definition of computational irreducibility, for all systems which can only be explicitly simulated, a P-complete problem must be
solved. This implies that efficient parallel simulation is not possible according
to the given definition. This sounds like a devastating result, implying yet another hardness imposed on the class of irreducible systems. Besides the fact
that those systems can not be solved by analytical means, they can also not
be simulated efficiently in parallel. However, in practice we can already be
satisfied by breaking up a problem in time or space. Consider for example a
parallel method for finding the largest integer among a set
n integers. The
pnofsub
problem
can
be
solved
by
decomposing
the
problem
in
of
pn elements each. In the first step a sequential algorithm is appliedproblems
in parallel
to determine the largest value of each sub problem. Subsequently
p the same
algorithm is applied to determine the largest value among the n resulting
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p

elements. The parallel time complexity of this method is O( n), which is not
efficiently parallel, but in practice we can still be satisfied (Note that for this
example an efficient algorithm of O(log (n)) does exist[10]). P-completeness
does not say anything about the possibility of using approximation methods,
which may be amenable to efficient parallelization. Moreover, by simulating a
system to solve problems, certain phenomena or properties can emerge during
the simulation, phenomena that were not explicitly coded in the simulation
model. By analyzing this emergent behavior, we can answer questions about
those systems. In figure 35 we give a short schematic outline of the space of
problem complexities. For every DCS we can define a set of properties we are
interested in. It is the “hardness” of the properties that can be classified into
computational complexity classes. As an alternative to computing the property
we can simulate the system and “watch” whether a specific property emerges.
Even non-computable problems can be “solved” by simulation, just by watching the system evolve. An example [84] is the problem of determining whether
a certain point is a member of the Julia Set, which is the closure of the unstable
equilibrium set of the following complex mapping:

z (n + 1) = z 2 (n) + c

(124)

It is undecidable whether a given point in the complex plane is an element of
the Julia set [9], it is however possible to just simulate the mapping and observe
the membership of a certain point.

6.4 Computability: Cellular Automata
Even in systems with a very simple structure, it is possible to observe complex behavior. Computational irreducible behavior is found everywhere, even
in systems with simple constructions. Examples are systems with only a few
degrees of freedom, e.g. the logistic map, and systems with many, but a finite
degree of freedom, e.g. Cellular Automata (CA)[115]. The nice thing about CA
is that they are easy to construct and are explicitly parallel, which make them
good model candidates for implementation on massively parallel computers.
CA can be seen as discrete approximations to partial differential equations[106]
and can be used for modeling a wide variety of Dynamic Complex Systems[66].
It is possible to classify CA evolution by their behavior. A possible classification was given in [113]. Globally all classifications discriminate between four
classes:
I. Fixed point behavior, eventually the evolution of a CA ends in a fixed point
of the state space.
II. Periodic behavior, the evolution
f (t + T ).

f

is periodic with a period

III. Chaotic behavior, evolution leads to chaotic patterns.
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T , so f (t) =

Figure 36: Fixed point and periodic behavior in 1D CA

Figure 37: Chaotic and complex behavior in 1D CA
IV. Complex behavior, complicated localized patterns occur, sometimes they
die out sometimes they don't.
The first three types of behavior are commonly found in dynamical systems,
only until recently, behavior of the complex-type has been identified in dynamical systems[74][86][45][85]. It is assumed that dynamical systems which
display complex behavior are capable of universal computation[113][58]. In
the previous section of this paper, some motivation supporting this system
characteristic was given. This section further concentrates on CA, as a type
of physical model with the ability to perform irreducible computations.
In Figures 36 and 37, the four possible types of dynamical behavior are shown
for a 1 dimensional CA. Dynamical behavior of the CAs in Fig. 37 are examples
of computational irreducibility. The problem of determining the configuration
of a CA after t time steps, given an initial seed and the CA-rule, can be solved
in O(log t) time for the CAs in Fig. 36. The evolution for the two other rules
can only be found by explicit simulation with length O(t)[114]. The difference
is that the former two are reducible and the latter two are irreducible, i.e. their
ultimate behavior can only be predicted by explicit simulation. For infinite
class IV CA it is effectively undecidable whether a particular rule operating on
a particular initial seed will ultimately lead to a frozen state or not[58][114].
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This is the CA analog of Turing's Halting problem. Obviously this decision
problem is not undecidable for finite CA, because it is always possible to determine its fate in at most k N steps, for k states and N sites. This is analogous to resource-bounded Turing Machines, which implies that the problem is
PSPACE-complete for universal bounded CA.
Summarizing CA behavior:




Computational reducible behavior: fixed points and periodic. Final state of
the system may be predicted analytically.
Computational irreducible behavior: chaotic dynamics are unpredictable and
complex dynamics can even be undecidable. The evolution of these systems is its own simplest description and its own fastest computation[24].

As an example we will construct a universal Turing Machine on a cellular automata, showing the universal computing capabilities of CA.
6.4.1 An example of intractability and undecidability in a universal CA
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Figure 38: Top: a TM tape coded as a cellular automaton configuration. Bottom: the
CA transition table that implement six different TM transition functions F
In this section we will construct a TM on a cellular automata using a straightforward method, without exploiting the parallel capabilities of a CA. The construction is merely meant as a proof of existence for computing universal cellular automata and differs from traditional universal CA proofs, in which usually
logic gates acting on input signals are identified[7].
A Turing Machine works on a infinite tape on which symbols from an alphabet
 can be written. The TM can be in one of the states of a set ;. Furthermore a
TM executes instructions using a transition table, which instructs the TM where
to move its head (left or right), what to write on the leaving position and what
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new state to enter given a read symbol and a current state. We identify the
following operations:







Record current state n
Read symbol on head n
Write symbol n+1 on head
Do left (L) or right (R) move
Change state to n+1

We are now ready to simulate a TM on a cellular automaton. We simply associate the tape symbols  with states of the cellular automaton. The state of
a TM will also be part of the state alphabet of cellular automaton. The suggested coding of a TM on a cellular automaton is depicted in Fig. 38. We will
use a CA neighborhood with radius 2 and the number of CA states equals
; + . In Fig. 38, we have numbered the cells to be updated. The numbered
cells represent all possible different neighborhoods in the cellular automaton.
The associated neighborhoods are listed below the picture of the cellular automaton configuration. The transition from the current cell to the next state is
schematically depicted. Some neighborhoods (1,2 and 6) are left unchanged
by the transition function, i.e. the state of the cell does not change. At each
computation step the TM moves its head either to the left or to the right. The
“head” of a TM is positioned at the right of the cell that indicates the current
“TM state”, i.e. this is the symbol that is “read”. The left or right moves have
to be coded as cellular automaton transitions. A move of a TM is concurrently
executed by three cells, e.g. cells with neighborhoods 3, 4 and 5. This is done
for each of the three different neighborhoods:
Neighborhood 3:
Left move: the cell will become new “TM state” n+1 .
Right Move: No change.
Neighborhood 4:
Left move: The cell will become the new “TM head”, reading symbol
a ; 1.
Right move: The cell will become the new written “TM head” symbol
n+1 .
Neighborhood 5:
Left move: The cell will become the new written “TM head” symbol n+1 .
Right move: The cell will become the new “TM state” n+1 .
Using this recipe, the cellular automaton can simulate any Turing Machine
with a state alphabet ; and a symbol alphabet , hence the cellular automaton can simulate a universal Turing Machine. This is important since it implies that questions regarding its ultimate state are formally undecidable. A
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space bounded version of the same cellular automaton can only simulate space
bounded universal TM's, which implies that questions about its final behavior
are formally intractable or PSPACE-complete.
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